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Abstract
Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the Heat Transfer
between a High Temperature Reactor Pressure Vessel and the
Outside of the Concrete Confinement Structure
D v.d Merwe
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stellenbosch University
Private Bag X1, 7602 Matieland, South Africa
Thesis: MScEng (Mechanical)
December 2012
A high temperature reactor (HTR) generates heat inside of the reactor core through
nuclear fission, from where the heat is transferred through the core and heats up the reac-
tor pressure vessel (RPV). The heat from the RPV is transported passively through the
reactor cavity, where it is cooled by the reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), through
the concrete confinement structure and ultimately into the environment. The concrete
confinement structure can withstand temperatures of up to 65 ℃ for normal operating
conditions and temperatures of up to 125 ℃ during an emergency. This project en-
deavours to research the heat transfer between an HTR’s RPV and the outside of the
concrete confinement structure by utilising three investigative approaches: experimental,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and analytical.
The first approach, an experimental analysis, required the development of an experi-
mental model. The model was used to perform experiments and gather temperature data
that could be used to verify the accuracy of the CFD simulations. The second approach
was a CFD analysis of the experimental model, and the external concrete temperatures
from the simulation were compared with the temperatures measured with the experimen-
tal model. Finally, an analytical analysis was performed in order to better understand
CFD and how CFD solves natural convection-type problems.
The experiments were performed successfully and the measurements taken were com-
pared with the CFD results. The CFD results are in good agreement with the Dry
experiments, but not with the Charged experiments. It was identified that the inaccurate
results for the CFD simulations of the Charged experiments arose due to convective heat
leakage through gaps in the heat shield and between the heat shield and the sides of the
experimental model. A computer program was developed for the analytical analysis and
it was established that the program could successfully solve the natural convection in a
square cavity - as required.
ii
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Uittreksel
Eksperimentele en Numeriese Ondersoek Instelling van die Hitte
Oordrag tussen ’n Hoë Temperatuur Reaktor se Drukvat en die
Buitekant van die Sement Omhulsel
(“Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the Heat Transfer between a High Temperature
Reactor Pressure Vessel and the Outside of the Concrete Confinement Structure”)
D v.d Merwe
Departement Meganiese Ingenieurswese
Universiteit Stellenbosch
Privaatsak X1, 7602 Matieland, Suid-Afrika
Tesis: MScIng (Meganies)
Desember 2012
’n Hoë temperatuur reaktor (HTR) genereer hitte binne die reaktor kern deur kernsplyt-
ing en die hitte word dan deur die kern versprei en verhit die reaktor se drukvat. Die hitte
van die reaktor drukvat word dan passief deur die reaktorholte versprei, waar dit deur
die reaktorholte se verkoelingstelsel afgekoel word, en deur die beton beskermingstruk-
tuur gelei word en uiteindelik die omgewing bereik. Die beton beskermingstruktuur kan
temperature van tot 65 ℃ onder normale operasietoestande van die reaktor weerstaan, en
temperature van tot 125 ℃ tydens ’n noodgeval. Hierdie projek poog om die hitte-oordrag
tussen ’n HTR-reaktor drukvat en die buitekant van die beton beskermingstruktuur te on-
dersoek deur gebruik te maak van drie ondersoekbenaderings: eksperimenteel, numeriese
vloei dinamika (NVD) en analities.
Die eerste benadering, ’n eksperimentele analise, het die ontwikkeling van ’n eksper-
imentele model vereis. Die model is gebruik om eksperimente uit te voer en temperatu-
urmetings te neem wat gebruik kon word om die akkuraatheid van die NVD simulasies
te bevestig. Die tweede benadering was ’n NVD-analise van die eksperimentele model,
en die eksterne betontemperature verkry van die simulasies is vergelyk met die gemete
temperature van die eksperimente. Uiteindelik is ’n analitiese analise uitgevoer ten einde
NVD beter te verstaan en hoe NVD natuurlike konveksie-tipe probleme sal oplos.
Die eksperimente is suksesvol uitgevoer en die metings is gebruik om die NVD resultate
mee te vergelyk. Die NVD resultate van die Droë eksperimente het goeie akkuraatheid
getoon. Dit was nie die geval vir die Gelaaide eksperimente nie. Daar is geïdentifiseer dat
die verskille in resultate tussen die NVD en die eksperimente aan natuurlike konveksie
hitte verliese deur gapings in die hitteskuld en tussen die hitteskuld en die kante van
die eksperimentele model toegeskryf kan word. ’n Rekenaarprogram is geskryf vir die
analitiese ontleding en die program kon suksesvol die natuurlike konveksie in ’n vierkantige
ruimte oplos.
iii
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Nomenclature
Constants
σ = 5.67 × 10−8 W/m2 ·K4, Stefan-Boltzmann constant
g = 9.81 m/s2, Gravitational acceleration
Variables
A Area, m2
cp Specific heat at constant pressure, kJ/kg ·K
E Total energy, kJ
F Force, N
Gr Grashof number
H Height, m
h Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 ·K
h Specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
I Last component in x-direction
i ith component
J Last component in y-direction
j j th component
k Thermal conductivity, W/m ·K
L Length, characteristic length, m
m Mass, kg
m˙ Mass flow rate, kg/s
P Energy/Power, kW
P Pressure, Pa
Pr Prandtl number
Q˙ Heat transfer rate, kW
R Resistance, Ω
Ra Rayleigh number
Re Reynolds number
Rey Turbulent Reynolds number
r Under relaxation factor
Sh Heat of chemical reaction - source term
Sm Mass added - source term
T Temperature, ◦C or K
xii
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NOMENCLATURE xiii
t Time, s
t Thickness, m
u Velocity in the x-direction, m/s
u+ Dimensionless velocity parallel to the wall
V Voltage, V
V ol Volume, m3
v Velocity in the y-direction, m/s
x Distance in the x-direction, m
x X-coordinate
y Distance in the y-direction, m
y Y-coordinate
y+ Dimensionless wall distance
α Thermal diffusivity, m/s
α Absorption coefficient
β Volume expansivity, 1/K
ε Emissivity
∆T Temperature difference, ◦C or K
∆x Difference in x-direction, m
∆y Difference in y-direction, m
∆z Difference in z-direction, m
µ Dynamic viscosity, kg/m · s
ν Kinematic viscosity, m2/s
ρ Density, kg/m3
σS Scattering coefficient
ω Vorticity
ψ Stream function
∇ Del operator
Vectors and Tensors
−→
F Force vector, see Equation 4.2.3
−→g Gravity vector, see Equation 4.2.3
−→
J Diffusion vector, see Equation 4.2.2
−→v Velocity vector, see Equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3
τ¯ Stress tensor, see Equations 4.2.2 and 4.2.3
Subscripts
avg Average
bot Bottom
bousq Boussinesq
C Cold
conc Concrete
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NOMENCLATURE xiv
cond Conduction
eff Effective
f Film
fin Fin
fin1 Fin of the heat pipe for heat shield 1
fin2 Fin of the heat pipe for heat shield 2
decay Decay
H Hot
HS Heat shield
in Inlet, into the system or inside
ins Insulation
inst Installed
loss Losses
mild Mild steel
N North
normal Normal
on On (device turned on)
out Outlet, out of the system or outside
rad Radiation
ref Reference
S South
s Surface
stainless Stainless steel
stand Stand
T Temperature
Tb Temperature on the boundaries
top Top
tot Total
ω Vorticity
ωb Vorticity on the boundaries
ψ Stream function
∞ Far from surface
Abbreviations
CCGT Closed cycle gas turbine
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
DC Direct current
DLOFC Depressurised loss of forced coolant
DO Discrete ordinates
DTRM Discrete transfer radiation model
DWS De-mineralised water system
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NOMENCLATURE xv
EPCC Equipment protection cooling circuit
FPS Fire protection system
GIF Generation-IV International Forum
HPC High pressure compressor
HPTU High pressure test unit
HS Heat shield
HTGR High temperature gas-cooled reactor
HTR High temperature reactor/Hoë temperatuur reaktor
HTR-PM High temperature reactor pebble bed module
HTTF Heat transfer test facility
HTTR High temperature test reactor
HTTU High temperature test unit
IAEA International Atomic Energy Association
ID Inside diameter
INES Innovative nuclear energy system
INPRO International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors
IRP2010 Integrated Electricity Resource Plan
LPC Low pressure compressor
NGNP Next generation nuclear plant
NVD Numeriese vloei dinamika
OCGT Open cycle gas turbine
PBMR Pebble bed modular reactor
PCCS Passive containment cooling system
PID Proportional integral derivative
PLOFC Pressurised loss of forced coolant
PRT Platinum resistance thermocouple
PT Power turbine
RCCS Reactor cavity cooling system
RPV Reactor pressure vessel
SSR Solid state relay
S2S Surface to surface
UDF User-defined function
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The world nuclear community is in transition and moving into the next generation of
nuclear power. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different generations of nuclear energy systems.
Generation I was renowned for the prototype reactors, and this technology was advanced
during the 1950s and 1960s. Then came Generation II, when large commercial power
plants were developed. Generation III started in the 1990s and led to significant advances
in safety and reactor economics. Generation III+ is the current generation and focuses
on advancing and building on the knowledge from Generation III. The next generation,
or Generation IV, will invest large efforts in the development and demonstration of new,
innovative and improved reactor technologies with enhanced safety (Reyes and Cleveland,
2005).
Figure 1.1: Technology roadmap (Generation IV International Forum, 2012)
1
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Ten countries, including South Africa, have formed an initiative called the Generation
IV International Forum (GIF), and this initiative focuses on the development of future
generation nuclear energy systems (Generation IV International Forum, 2002). South
Africa was in the process of developing a Generation IV reactor, called the Pebble Bed
Modular Reactor (PBMR), until the programme was abandoned in 2010. The project was
abandoned as a result of the economic recession, which led to the withdrawal of funds
by the government. It is submitted that research for this project is still very relevant,
as there still are countries in the process of developing reactors similar to the PBMR.
These reactors include the High Temperature Reactor Pebble Bed Module (HTR-PM),
a Chinese demonstration plant (Zhang et al., 2009), and the Next Generation Nuclear
Plant (NGNP) in the U.S.A. (Idaho National Laboratory, 2007).
This project proposes to investigate the heat transfer and fluid flow inside the reactor
cavity of a high temperature reactor (HTR). This is the area where heat generated by
the reactor is transferred from the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) through the reactor
cavity cooling system (RCCS), consisting of a heat shield (HS) with water as a coolant,
and eventually to the environment through the concrete confinement structure. The
investigation will follow the three approaches presented in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Three investigative approaches utilised in this project (adapted from Jiyuan
et al., 2007)
This introductory chapter will also set out the future of nuclear power in South Africa,
further cementing the relevance of this project. The chapter includes the motivation
behind the project, detailed objectives, an identification of the scope of the project and
a description of the layout of each of the chapters in the report.
1.2 The Future of Nuclear Power in South Africa
After the abandonment of the PBMR programme in South Africa, and the recent nu-
clear catastrophe at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in Japan on the 11th
of March 2011, there were many uncertainties regarding the future of nuclear power in
South Africa. These uncertainties were put to rest after the approval of the Integrated
Electricity Resource Plan (IRP2010) by the South African government in March 2011.
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This plan provides a layout of the power generation for South Africa over the next
twenty years. It includes the commissioning of six nuclear power plants, or an equivalent
of 9 600 MWe of nuclear power, between 2023 and 2030. The plan, showing the proposed
energy capacity options for the next twenty years, is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The figure
illustrates the integral role of nuclear power in the IRP2010; the contribution from nuclear
is illustrated by the orange area in Figure 1.3 and accounts for ± 20 % of the energy
generation.
Figure 1.3: New capacity options from 2010 to 2030 Note: Figure 1.3 was created from
data obtained in South African Department of Energy (2010).
The government emphasises the importance of industrialisation and localisation. The
focus is on manufacturing capabilities, quality management, supply chain development,
safety and skills development. The final focus point is the category best suited to describe
this project.
1.3 Motivation
Due to the large number of subsystems in a nuclear reactor and the complexity of each,
a reactor is usually divided into different areas for research. For this project, the reactor
cavity, together with the RCCS, was identified as the specific area of research. The
subsystems of a typical HTR are discussed in Section 2.3. This section will provide the
motivation behind the project by identifying the problem (problem statement), followed
by the way the problem was addressed (problem solution).
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1.3.1 Problem Statement
In an HTR, as the conception indicates, one encounters high temperatures. Conceptually,
HTRs can have outlet temperatures of up to a 1000 ℃ and core temperatures exceeding
that. The heat generated inside the reactor core has to be dissipated. Most of the heat
is utilised for energy generation by the primary cooling system, but the parasitic heat or
the heat not removed by the primary cooling system still needs to be removed. This is
accomplished by the RCCS, and the residual heat is transported to the environment via
the concrete of the confinement structure. According to Slabber (2006), the RCCS must
be capable of removing the heat for two operating conditions:
1. During normal operation, the RPV must be maintained at temperatures between
280 ℃ and 300 ℃ and the parasitic heat generated has to be removed in order
for the concrete temperature of the confinement structure not exceeding 65 ℃.
2. Two cases exist during abnormal operation, namely pressurised loss of forced cooling
(PLOFC) and depressurised loss of forced cooling (DPLOFC), and during these ope-
rating conditions the concrete temperature must not exceed 125 ℃ .
1.3.2 Problem Solution
It is submitted that the problem solution lies in acquiring knowledge of the heat trans-
fer inside the reactor cavity through the three investigative approaches mentioned in
Figure 1.2. First, an experimental model was developed that closely resembled that of
an HTR reactor cavity, together with an RCCS. Secondly, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) was applied to a model similar to the developed experimental model to solve the
heat transfer and fluid flow inside of the reactor cavity efficiently and effectively. Finally,
an analytical model was developed in the form of a computer program that could help
with the better understanding of CFD and solving of the governing equations.
The section of the HTR that was investigated can be viewed in Figure 1.4 as a basic
three-dimensional model. It presents the HTR as an annulus, identifying the different
parts of the reactor that formed part of the area of research. The reason for only a
section being analysed was the assumption that the heat transfer and fluid flow inside of
this section are axisymmetric. What this means is that more or less the same results will
be obtained whether only a section of the HTR or the complete cavity is analysed. Also,
by following this approach, it was considerably easier to build an experimental model of
a section of the HTR reactor cavity, rather than building the complete reactor cavity.
Furthermore, this assumption also simplified the CFD modelling as only two-dimensional
simulations of the back cavity of the experimental model were performed. It is noted
that this simplifying assumption might yield results different to what could have been
expected had a three-dimensional simulation of the reactor performed. It was assumed
that the projected areas of the RCCS and concrete will be equal but in reality the surface
area of the concrete will be larger than the RCCS and, as a result the simulations could
be expected to show results slightly less accurate than for a three-dimensional simulation.
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Figure 1.4: Area of research
1.4 Objectives and Scope
The general objective of the project was to acquire a better understanding of the heat
transfer inside the reactor cavity of an HTR by means of the three approaches referred
to in Figure 1.2. The RCCS of an HTR functions either as an active or passive system,
depending on the operating conditions. The heat transfer inside the reactor cavity or from
the RPV to the RCCS and from the RCCS to the environment is completely passive. An
understanding of a passive heat transfer systems is important because, as opposed to an
active system, the passive natural convection-driving buoyancy force is relatively small
and very sensitive to varying temperature conditions and geometry. The passive heat
removal will be investigated by solving the governing equations for mass, momentum and
energy simultaneously. Note that the RCCS of a nuclear reactor consists of a number of
heat pipes. A heat pipe refers to a heat transfer device based on phase change of a working
fluid. In the context of this report the word heat pipe is used but actually refers to a
water cooled heat absorber rather than a heat pipe, as phase change was not considered.
The project is divided into the following objectives, which are then subdivided to
establish the scope of the project:
1. Design and build an experimental model simulating an HTR reactor cavity cooling
system:
(a) Decide whether the previous experimental model can be employed for this project
and to what extent.
(b) The model size is restricted to 2 m because of the laboratory height, but radially
is geometrically the same as the actual reactor cavity of a PBMR-type HTR.
(c) The model must be able to accommodate two different heat shields (difference in
the heat pipe-to-fin configuration).
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(d) The model must be able to simulate three different operating configurations (a
dry heat shield, a charged heat shield and the centre heat pipe of the heat shield
completely dry and blocked).
(e) The model must have the ability to modify the heat load of the experiment in order
to perform experiments at different heating plate temperatures (300 ℃, 200 ℃ and
100 ℃).
2. Conduct experiments and gather temperature and voltage measurements from the
experimental model to:
(a) Establish the energy conservation of the model thereby showing confidence with
the conservation of energy.
(b) Investigate the use of two different, heat pipe-to-fin configuration, heat shields.
(c) Investigate the thermal response of the experimental model for three different ope-
rating (Dry, Blocked and Charged) and heat loading conditions (300 ℃, 200 ℃ and
100 ℃).
3. Perform a CFD analysis of the experimental model:
(a) Research the literature and simulate previous CFD work that could provide a good
foundation for the current project.
(b) Perform a two-dimensional steady-state CFD simulation of the experimental model
simulating the heat transfer and fluid flow from the heat shield to the outside of
the concrete confinement structure.
(c) Compare the concrete temperatures from the CFD simulation with those measured
during the experiments.
4. Derive an analytical model and write a computer program that solves the governing
equations for buoyancy-induced flow in a 2-D square cavity:
(a) Use an open source computer language.
(b) Derive the governing equations specifically for the problem of buoyancy-induced
flow in a two-dimensional square cavity, together with all the applicable simplifying
assumptions.
(c) Investigate the accuracy of the analytical model relative to the CFD simulation of
natural convection in a square cavity.
1.5 Report Layout
This section provides a layout of the report, followed by a brief description of what each
chapter entails.
Chapter 1 - Introduction This chapter provides background to the project, as well as
the motivation, objectives and scope.
Chapter 2 - Literature Survey This chapter provides information regarding the his-
tory and functioning of an HTR. The chapter is concluded by detailing each of the
three approaches applied during the project, together with previous work applying
to this project.
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Chapter 3 - Experimental Analysis This chapter starts by providing an analysis of
the previous experimental model by identifying and explaining each of the critical
components. The experimental model used for this project is analysed and the
design is explained. It then provides the experimental setup together with the
hardware configuration. Also included is an experimental procedure that explains
how the experiments were performed, and finally the results are provided.
Chapter 4 - CFD Analysis This chapter starts by providing background information
to the CFD package used for the simulations, including information that will fami-
liarise the reader with the work that follows. It then details the procedure adopted
for the entire CFD analysis and all the simulations that were performed. Each si-
mulation is defined clearly, the boundary conditions and the mesh particulars are
provided, and finally the results from each of the simulations are given.
Chapter 5 - Analytical Analysis This chapter provides a description of the model
geometry, after which the conservation equations are derived. It concludes by pro-
viding a program evaluation through a series of tests and the results generated by
the computer program.
Chapter 6 - Conclusions This chapter provides an indication of how well the objec-
tives were met by scrutinising each of the objectives mentioned in the introductory
paragraph.
Chapter 7 - Recommendations and Future Research This chapter provides recom-
mendations for future research that could be considered, and also shows how the
current research can be furthered in other projects.
The subsequent sections provide the appendixes, which contain additional information
on the experimental, CFD and analytical analyses, and finally the sources considered in
compiling this report are provided.
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Literature Survey
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the details of the PBMR relevant to the thesis are given in Sections 2.3
to 2.6. The experimental, computational and analytical aspects regarding fluid dynamics
are given in Sections 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 respectively. Each of the three sections covers one of
the approaches shown in Figure 1.2 and provides background information regarding the
approach and previous work that applies to the thesis.
2.2 History of HTRs in South Africa
The PBMR concept was developed by a German scientist, Rudolph Shulten, in the late
1950s. In 1988 it was projected that South Africa could manufacture such a reactor,
but due to socio-political and economic reasons at the time, all reactor programmes were
halted. In 1989 the concept was reintroduced. Eskom started investigating the specific
concept until the cancellation of the project in 2009. During the investigation, a PBMR
New Technology Development Programme was established to investigate all areas of the
proposed reactor. One of the areas identified was the RCCS and this is where the current
project originated. For this reason, most of the work in this chapter refers to the PBMR
and even though research on the PBMR has been abandoned in South Africa, this project
is still relevant as reactors similar to the PBMR are being developed, especially in China
(Zhang et al., 2006). The historical details of the development of the PBMR were acquired
from PBMR (2010b).
2.3 Reactor Dynamics of an HTR
The information regarding the reactor dynamics of the PBMR is similar to that of the
Chinese HTR, the HTR-PM (Zhang et al., 2006). Both reactors are high temperature gas
reactors (HTGR) in which the heat generated by the nuclear fission process is transferred
to helium which, in turn, acts as the working fluid of the reactor. The heat is converted
to electrical energy through a turbine-driven generator and the PBMR makes use of a
direct Brayton cycle (Çengel and Boles, 2006) for the power conversion. A schematic
representation of the PBMR Brayton cycle is shown in Figure 2.1, followed by a brief
explanation of the reactor dynamics. The information regarding the reactor dynamics of
the PBMR was acquired from Slabber (2006).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of the PBMR recuperative Brayton cycle (Slabber, 2006)
• Process 1 - 2: The helium at a relatively low pressure and temperature is compressed
by a low pressure compressor (LPC).
• Process 2 - 3: The helium is cooled by an intercooler to improve the overall cycle
efficiency. The intercooler is a finned tube gas-to-water heat exchanger.
• Process 3 - 4: The helium is then further compressed by a high pressure compressor
(HPC).
• Process 4 - 5: The helium is preheated by the turbine outlet gas from process
7 - 8 in the recuperator before entering the reactor. The recuperator is a gas-to-gas
plate-fin heat exchanger.
• Process 5 - 6: The helium is heated by the nuclear fission process inside the reactor,
from about 500 ℃ to 900 ℃.
• Process 6 - 7: The hot high pressure helium drives the power turbine (PT), which
directly drives the HPC and LPC; the remaining power drives the generator through
a gearbox and the power is supplied to the network.
• Process 7 - 8: The helium is cooled in a recuperator. The heat gained during
process 4 - 5 is the heat lost during this process and this results in the decrease in
temperature.
• Process 8 - 1: The helium is further cooled by a pre-cooler. The pre-cooler is also a
finned tube gas-to-water heat exchanger.
Figure 2.2 is a three-dimensional representation of the PBMR power conversion unit.
This figure provides a visual representation of the layout and the processes discussed
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Figure 2.2: Layout of the PBMR power conversion unit (NEI, 2011)
previously. The numbering system for Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.1 is the same and therefore
the explanation of the reactor dynamics also applies to Figure 2.2. The arrows indicate the
direction of the flow of the coolant and the colour indicates the temperature of the coolant
at that point, with blue being the low temperatures and red being the high temperatures.
2.4 Reactor Operating Modes
The PBMR has two operating modes. It operates under either normal or abnormal
conditions and this section will discuss these two operating modes and, more specifically,
how the reactor is affected during each mode. This section will further quantify the
reactor by giving values to the different processes occurring inside the PBMR, and the
temperature values will in turn be used as the input values for the experimental analysis
and CFD simulations. The information regarding the two operating modes was acquired
from Slabber (2006).
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2.4.1 Normal Operation
During normal operation, the main power system pressure boundary is subjected to
9.0 MPa. This is the highest possible pressure that the two turbo-compressors can reach
and will occur at full helium inventory, in other words when none of the helium is bypassed
in the system. During this state, the power conversion unit pipes reach temperatures of
100 ℃, as this is the temperature of the helium exiting the high pressure compressor. The
recuperator and pre-cooler vessels, together with their connecting pipes, are exposed to
temperatures of 150 ℃, whereas the intercooler vessel and its connecting pipes are expo-
sed to a temperature of 130 ℃. The pressure of the recuperator and pre-cooler vessels is at
3.0 MPa, while the intercooler vessel is at 5.2 MPa. The RPV operates at temperatures
between 280 ℃ and 300 ℃ to ensure that the RPV is maintained within the established
neutron fluence specification.
2.4.2 Abnormal Operation
Abnormal operation can be described as the reactor operation during an emergency shut-
down. Two cases of abnormal operation are considered: firstly in the case of a pressurised
loss of forced cooling (PLOFC), and secondly in the case of a depressurised loss of forced
cooling (DLOFC).
A PLOFC occurs when the power conversion unit trips, causing the forced flow of
helium to stop. A likely result of the cessation of forced flow of helium is in-leakage,
where cold helium at a higher pressure flows into the pipe through a crack that resulted
from the external pressure on the gas cycle pipes. The in-leakage causes the pressure to
decrease to 6.8 MPa in the RPV, power conversion unit pipes and vessels, but increase in
the recuperator, pre-cooler and inter-cooler vessels. At this stage, the helium inside the
system will heat up and passively start to circulate through the system due to natural
convection, and the reactor pressure wall in this case can reach temperatures of up to
474 ℃.
A DLOFC will occur when one of the gas cycle pipes breaks, causing a complete loss
of helium flow that consequently causes the pressure to decrease to atmospheric pressure.
During this case the reactor pressure wall can reach temperatures of up to 527 ℃.
Figure 2.3 gives an indication of the decay heat generated during abnormal operation.
During the first 10 seconds after shutdown the power will decrease rapidly from the
normal power output of around 380 MW to about 16 MW, after which the power will
decay according to Equation (2.4.1), as provided by Slabber (2008).
Q˙decay = 0.0622Q˙normal-10st
−0.2 (2.4.1)
2.5 RCCS of an HTR
The RCCS is a cooling system that is responsible for cooling the reactor cavity. It can be
described as a heat shield preventing the surrounding concrete confinement structure from
exceeding its operating limits. It consists of pipes through which water flows. The RCCS
present in the PBMR is a constant flow water-based cooling system, meaning that the
working fluid responsible for the removal of heat is water and that the water is actively
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Figure 2.3: Decay heat after an emergency shut-down. Note: Figure 2.3 actually starts
at 10 seconds, not at zero hours.
pumped through the heat shield at a constant flow rate. The primary function of the
RCCS is to maintain the reactor cavity temperatures within the required temperature
limits for the two operating modes discussed in Section 2.4. The basic functions and
requirements that the system must satisfy (Slabber, 2006) are:
• The protection of the concrete citadel from direct thermal radiation.
• Under normal operating conditions (with the RPV maintained at between 280 ℃ and
300 ℃), the RCCS must remove all parasitic heat from the reactor cavity, which
will ensure that the temperature of the concrete citadel is maintained below the
designed maximum operation temperature of 65 ℃.
• Under abnormal conditions in the case of an emergency, when there is a case of
PLOFC or DLOFC, all the residual or decay heat must be removed from the reactor
cavity and the concrete confinement temperature must be kept below 125 ℃.
• In the event of a loss of active pumping capacity, the RCCS must be able to switch
to a passive mode and transport the heat to the environment by boiling off the
water contained within the system. This requires a sufficient amount of water in
the system to ensure that boil-off can take place without the RPV temperature
exceeding a certain specified temperature of about 580 ℃. The RCCS must be able
to continue in this passive mode for a minimum of 72 hours.
• That no mechanical, electrical or human intervention is required to switch the RCCS
from active to passive.
• The other cooling systems must be assisted in controlling the RPV temperature.
A general description of how the RCCS functions follows, and the information provided
refers to Figure 2.4, which provides a schematic representation of the layout of the RCCS
in the reactor cavity.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic (not to scale) representation of the PBMR RCCS (Slabber, 2006)
2.5.1 Active System
During normal operation, cold water is pumped at 135 kg/s from the equipment protection
cooling circuit (EPCC) heat exchanger through the tank protection wall to the main inlet
cold water header. The water then flows into eighteen branch pipes, and these pipes enter
the inlet header individually. The inlet header is equipped with four welded outlets for
each of the branch pipes, amounting to a total of seventy-two cold water inlet pipes. The
inlet pipes supply cold water at a temperature of 18 ℃ to an individual standpipe at
approximately 1.9 kg/s. The cold water enters the standpipe at the bottom and exits at
the top, increasing in temperature as it slowly rises. The heated water exits the standpipes
at the top and combines in the outlet header, from where it flows into the storage tank.
The water then exits the storage tank and flows to the EPCC heat exchanger via the
main cold water outlet header. During normal operation, the RCCS is subjected to a heat
load of about 1.89 MW (Slabber, 2006).
2.5.2 Passive System
In the case where the plant operates under abnormal conditions, the water inside of the
standpipes will heat up and start to boil. As a result, water will start to exit the storage
tank at the bottom through the orifice due to gravity. The water will then enter the cold
water stream and feed the standpipes with the necessary cold water to ensure that the
reactor does not overheat. During the passive mode, the steam collected inside of the
storage tanks will be released to the atmosphere via a particulate filter. During abnormal
operation, the RCCS removes about 2.2 MW of heat in the case of a PLOFC and 3.6 MW
during a DLOFC. An example of the heat load on the RCCS during a PLOFC can be
seen in Figure 2.5; it is expected that the figure will look similar in the case of a DLOFC,
but with a higher maximum heat load (Slabber, 2006).
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Figure 2.5: RCCS heat load during the case of a PLOFC (Van Staden, 2004)
2.6 Confinement Structure of an HTR
A geometric definition of the PBMR confinement structure is provided. The confinement
structure components shown in Figure 2.6 are the reactor core, the RPV and the heat
shield. All of these components are contained within a concrete confinement structure.
Table 2.1 lists the dimensions of all the applicable confinement structure components. The
dimensions were acquired from Reitsma et al. (2006), Slabber (2006) and Dams (1996).
It can be calculated from the dimensions in Table 2.1 that there is a 1.8 m annular cavity
between the RPV and the concrete confinement structure, and the heat shield is placed
0.2 m away from the concrete confinement structure. The dimensions for the reactor cavity
and the placement of the heat shield were utilised during the redevelopment process of
the experimental model to ensure that the model closely resembled that of the actual
reactor.
Table 2.1: Dimensions of components of confinement structure
Name Symbol Diameter (m) Thickness (m)
Reactor core A 2.0 0.85
RPV B 6.0 -
Heat shield C 9.2 -
Concrete confinement structure D 9.6 1.4
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Figure 2.6: PBMR containment
2.7 Experimental Fluid Dynamics
2.7.1 Background
Experimental testing is regarded as the most reliable investigation technique to obtain
information about a physical system. Full-scale or identical copies of the physical system
can be created and investigated under exact operating conditions. The downfall of this
approach is the expensive nature of recreating an exact experimental model of the phy-
sical system. An alternative is to create a scale model of the physical system and then
extrapolate the results to full scale. General rules for this approach are often unavailable,
and extrapolation rules must be developed by investigating the results from different
scale models of the physical system. This approach sometimes limits the accuracy of the
results, as the exact operating condition cannot be simulated. Another downfall of expe-
rimental testing is instrumentation errors, as no instruments are error free; to compensate
for errors, the equipment can be tested and the results modified accordingly (Patankar,
1980).
2.7.2 Previous Work
Verwey (2010) of Stellenbosch University investigated the system response of the PBMR
reactor cavity. In his consideration of the reactor cavity, the two cavities created through
the subdivision of the reactor cavity by the heat shield were treated as single control
volumes. This approach was proven inaccurate, as stratification occurs (Ruppersberg,
2008). During the project of Verwey (2010), an experimental model was developed that
was similar in geometry and had most of the components of the model required for the
current project. The required model was a representation of a section of an actual reactor
cavity and had to include a heat source for the temperature profile on the RPV, the heat
shield for cooling capabilities and a concrete enclosure (see Chapter 3 for details regarding
the development of the experimental model). Other work done for PBMR includes a
high temperature test facility (HTTF), which was built by M-Tech Industries (Pty) Ltd
in association with North-West University in South Africa. The facility comprised two
subsystems, the high temperature test unit (HTTU) and the high pressure test unit
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(HPTU). The objective of the facility was to investigate the behaviour of the reactor fuel
under severe temperature conditions and to generate results/data that could be used to
validate simulation techniques and future models developed for the PBMR. Even though
the PBMR project has been cancelled, it is understood that the test facility will continue
to operate (NEI, 2011). A figure illustrating the two test units of the HTTF can be seen
in Figure 2.7. The HTTF investigates the three heat transfer mechanisms: conduction,
convection and radiation. The HPTU investigates the heat transfer mechanisms under
high pressure and low temperature conditions, and the HTTU investigates them under
high temperatures. Information regarding the HTTF was acquired from PBMR (2010a)
and Rousseau and Van Staden (2008).
The HPTU is illustrated in Figure 2.7a, together with the flow path. This unit is the
smaller of the two test units and is a closed loop system in which different flow conditions
are tested. This is made possible by the twelve different interchangeable porosity test
sections that were designed. The porosity test section can be viewed in Figure 2.7a. The
HTTU is 1.2 m high and simulates a section of an annular reactor core. This section
includes the graphite column, reflector plates and the pebble bed core cavity (cavity where
the pebbles are inserted), which can be viewed in Figure 2.7b, to ensure the most realistic
test conditions. Also illustrated in Figure 2.7b is the insulation at the top and bottom of
the pebble core cavity and the flow path. Many other countries have also developed test
facilities. Among them are China (HTR-10 and HTR-10GT), Japan (HTTR), the United
Kingdom (Dragon HTGR) and the United States (Peach Bottom 1) (Thomas, 2011).
(a) HPTU (b) HTTU
Figure 2.7: HTTF at North-West University (Rousseau and Van Staden, 2008)
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2.8 Computational Fluid Dynamics or Commercial
Code Based Finite Volume Fluid Dynamics
2.8.1 Background
CFD is the study of fluid flow through numerical simulations. One of the advantages of
CFD is that it provides an alternative approach for solving fluid flow problems rather
than using experimental or analytical work. In many cases, CFD could minimise or even
replace the need for experimental work and become a cost-effective way to solve a problem
rather than having to build an experimental model, provided the CFD can be validated.
CFD combines three different disciplines: engineering (fluid dynamics), computer science
and mathematics, combined into a computer code. A CFD code has three main elements:
(i) a pre-processor, (ii) a solver and (iii) a post-processor. The way that CFD works
can be better explained by looking at these three elements. The three steps in CFD are
(Jiyuan et al., 2007; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007):
(i) Divide the computational domain into control volumes by creating an appropriate
mesh.
(ii) Integrate the governing equations for each control volume and construct discretised
equations from which the dependent variables for each control volume can be solved.
(iii) Linearise the discretised equations to obtain updated values at each control volume.
CFD has a wide range of applications, either as a research or educational tool or for
fluid engineering problems in the industry. The industrial applications include the si-
mulation of aeroplanes (aerospace engineering), motor vehicles (automotive engineering),
breathing and blood flow (biomedical engineering), fluids flowing through pumps and
pipes (chemical engineering), rivers and weather (civil and environmental engineering),
turbines and power stations (power engineering) and cycling and swimming (sports en-
gineering). Two simulations illustrating some of the applications of CFD can be seen in
Figure 2.8 (Jiyuan et al., 2007). This project falls into the category of power engineering,
and Figure 2.9 in Section 2.8.2 shows a CFD simulation of a 180◦ sector of the PBMR
reactor and reactor cavity (Van Staden, 2004).
(a) CFD in automotive engineering (b) CFD in sports engineering
Figure 2.8: Applications of CFD (Jiyuan et al., 2007)
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2.8.2 Previous Work
CFD has become increasingly popular as digital computer technology advances. The
rate at which computers currently advance is incredible and this has resulted in plenty
of research and work being done with the assistance of CFD, as the required computa-
tional power is now available (Jiyuan et al., 2007). The energy engineering field is no
exception, especially due to large-scale problems and the difficulty and cost of developing
an experimental test model. Previous work most applicable to this project is that of
Van Staden (2004). He investigated the effectiveness of the RCCS by applying CFD and
a temperature contour plot of a 180◦ sector of the PBMR RPV, and RCCS heat pipes
from one of the simulations can be seen in Figure 2.9. As a starting point to the CFD
analysis and to illustrate the similarities to the problems, CFD simulations of natural
convection in square cavities and enclosures were investigated. Graham de Vahl Davis
is considered to be the pioneer in this field. His work on the natural convection of air
in a square cavity has been adapted as a benchmark solution (De Vahl Davis, 1983) and
is still used as a means of validating CFD codes today. Other work that was consulted
includes two-dimensional simulations of natural convection in a square cavity (Pesso and
Piva, 2009; Santhosh Kumar, 2009).
Figure 2.9: RPV and RCCS standpipe temperature (Van Staden, 2004)
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2.9 Analytical Fluid Dynamics or Self Generated
Finite Difference Fluid Dynamics
2.9.1 Background
Analytical fluid dynamics can be described as the process of formulating the conservation
equations and transforming them to apply to the specific problem being considered. In
this project, a previously developed technique (see Section 5.4) was utilised to solve the
natural convection of air in a square cavity by a computer program written for this project
(Oosthuizen and Naylor, 1999).
2.9.2 Previous Work
The source mainly utilised to accomplish this part of the project is Oosthuizen and Naylor
(1999). The book contains a chapter on natural convection that provides a technique for
solving natural convection in a cavity. The technique applies the central difference scheme
to the natural convection equations to obtain a solution for steady natural convection in
a rectangular cavity. The chapter explains how to discretise such a problem and provides
the derivation of the necessary governing equations. Figure 2.10 contains a grid of a
typical problem that can be solved using this approach.
Figure 2.10: Grid for solving temperature field of a typical problem with an analytical
approach (adapted from Patankar, 1980)
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Experimental Analysis
3.1 Introduction
The first approach that was applied in order to obtain a better understanding of the
heat transfer and fluid flow behaviour between the RPV and the concrete confinement
structure, as discussed in Figure 1.2, was an experimental analysis. The experimental
model was developed by salvaging materials, components and equipment from a previous
experimental model and rebuilding it to better represent an actual HTR reactor cavity.
The experimental analysis will be discussed in its entirety, from the previous experimental
model to the model designed for this project. The experimental setup will be presented
with details on the hardware configuration, together with an experimental procedure for
conducting the experiments, and finally the results from the experiments are provided.
The results include thermal response measurements. These measurements were used
to determine the time it took the system to reach thermal equilibrium. The temperatures
were also used to calculate the energy lost from the experimental model. By so doing,
the energy output was plotted against the energy input, thereby demonstrating an energy
account of the experimental model. The reason for the thermal response measurements
was data acquisition, firstly to use as inputs to the CFD simulations and secondly to use as
a means of verifying the results from the CFD simulations. Table 3.1 give the dimensions
of the cavity that was investigated experimentally. The cavity models a 2 m high sector
of the actual reactor cavity (the sector has a central angle of 3◦). The actual vertical
height of the RPV exposed to the concrete confinement structure was about 11.3 m.
Table 3.1: Dimensions of experimental cavity
Name Distance (m)
Cavity length 1.8
Cavity height 2.0
Cavity width 0.32
Length to the RCCS 1.6
Concrete thickness 0.05
20
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3.2 Previous Experimental Model
Figure 3.1 illustrates the previous experimental model. The figure is divided into four
views, which present the assembly of the previous experimental model (Verwey, 2010) one
step at a time (step (a) - step (d)). From the figure it is possible to identify the critical
components and their specific function.
• The structure had a geometry that represented that of an HTR reactor cavity and
housed all the different components.
• The heating plates were used to generate heat and represented the heat distribution
on the RPV of the reactor. The heat was generated by heating elements that were
fastened to the back of a plate.
• The heat pipes were in three different sizes and each represented a single heat pipe
of a heat shield inside a reactor cavity. Three differently sized heat pipes were
created to investigate the cooling capabilities of each and comment on the most
appropriately sized heat pipe.
• The concrete represented the confinement structure of the reactor.
• The horizontal and vertical insulation were used to insulate the experimental model
in order to create a rectangular cavity that could be analysed.
Not illustrated in Figure 3.1 is the 2 000 litre tank containing water that acted as
the coolant responsible for cooling the reactor cavity by being pumped through the heat
pipes via a piping system that can also be seen in the figure.
3.3 Experimental Model
This section discusses the design of the experimental model developed for this project by
referring to Figure 3.2. It lists and explains the reason behind each of the key concepts.
Similar to Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 is also divided into four different views that present the
assembly of the experimental model one step at a time (step (a) - step (d)).
• A standalone frame - a standalone frame was constructed that created the basic
structure of the model onto which all of the different components could be fas-
tened. This ensured easier assembly and disassembly of the various components
constituting the model.
• Two heat shield designs - two heat shields with different heat pipe designs were
decided on. The heat shield consists of three adjacent heat pipes and was designed
in a manner that made it possible to block the centre heat pipe, thus creating three
different operating configurations for the heat shield (Dry, Blocked and Charged).
The two heat shield designs and three different operating configurations will be
discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively.
• Concrete and heating plate - the concrete and heating plate were constructed to have
the radii of the actual reactor. The concrete radius was made by grinding away the
excess concrete, whereas the heating plate was bent to the correct radius. Both
radii were continuously checked with a template, of the specific radius, to ensure
that the radius was as accurate as possible.
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(a) The complete structure, with heat pipes,
heating plates and the piping system
(b) The concrete
(c) The horizontal insulation (d) The vertical insulation
Figure 3.1: Previous experimental model (Verwey, 2010)
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• Horizontal, vertical and element insulation - previous work (Verwey, 2010) showed
that it is important to have a well-insulated cavity to avoid excess heat losses through
the walls of the cavity. The insulating material was a fibreglass mat, Filomat®, as
opposed to the previous calcium silicate slabs, because of the brittleness of the latter
material. The fibreglass mat could easily deform and be placed in all the difficult
places without breaking. The heating elements were also insulated because of the
large amount of heat that was being lost to the environment from the back of the
elements. The vertical insulation was constructed in the form of doors to enable
easy access to the cavity.
• A single rectangular cavity representing a sector of the actual reactor cavity was
constructed and provision was made for a heat shield to be fitted easily inside the
cavity between the heating plate and the concrete.
• Piping - a piping system was required for the water acting as coolant inside the
heat shield. The design of the system facilitated a drainage system for when the
water had to be drained from the heat shield or the tank (in the case of the Blocked
operating configuration).
The heat shield, insulation and parts of the frame were the only components for
which new material was procured; the rest was constructed by salvaging materials from
the previous experimental model. A summary of the materials utilised and cost of the
rebuilding process for the new model can be found in Appendix C.
3.3.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup can be viewed in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3a shows the hardware
configuration of the experimental setup, with the heat being generated by the three heat-
ing elements at the back of the heating plate. Heat was transported by radiation and
convection through the front cavity to the heat shield. The water that was being pumped
through the heat shield from the tank removed some of the heat from the cavity. The re-
sidual heat was then transported from the heat shield to the concrete, again by radiation
and convection through the back cavity. Heat was then conducted through the concrete
and eventually transported to the environment via radiation and convection. The 50 mm
insulation ensures that minimal heat was lost through the sides of the experimental mo-
del. Two different sections of the heat pipes investigated are shown in Figure 3.3b and
3.3c and the dimensions are provided in Table 3.2. The orientation of the heat shield in
regard to the heating plate is that the heating plate would be on the left of heat pipes as it
is shown in Figure 3.3. Photos of the two different heat shields are shown in Figure A.4a
and A.4b, and the completed experimental setup is shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix A.
The hardware configuration and position of the thermocouples can be seen in Fi-
gure 3.3a and 3.4. Figure 3.4a shows the configuration of the entire setup, and Figure 3.4b
and 3.4c show the configuration for a single heat pipe of heat shield 1 and 2 respectively.
Figure 3.4b shows the heat pipe for heat shield 1 as a pipe with two fins welded onto
opposite sides of the pipe. Figure 3.4c shows the heat pipe for heat shield 2 as a pipe with
one fin welded onto the pipe. The thermocouples were of type T, but three were of type J
(the three thermocouples placed on the heating plate). The type J thermocouples were
chosen as they are able to withstand the high temperature experienced at the heating
plate, while the type T thermocouples were chosen mainly because of their low cost and
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(a) The complete standalone frame with
heat shield and heating plate
(b) The concrete
(c) The horizontal and element insulation (d) The vertical insulation
Figure 3.2: Experimental model
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(a) Hardware configuration of the experimental setup
(b) Heat pipe for heat shield 1 (c) Heat pipe for heat shield 2
Figure 3.3: Experimental setup. Note: The legend shows the number of thermocouples
represented by each symbol
because of their thin wire composition, which means that they were easy to position on
and in the experimental model. The temperature of the heating elements was controlled
by a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller that received its controlling input
temperature from the thermocouple attached to the centre of the central heating element.
A total of 122 thermocouples were used for the experiment with heat shield 1 and 104
were used with heat shield 2. The difference in the number of thermocouples was due to
the specific configuration of heat shield 2. Nine thermocouples were attached to the front,
and not twenty-four as with heat shield 1. The thermocouples were all evenly spaced, as
follows:
• Two thermocouples were placed inside the piping, one at the inlet (piping A) and
the other at the outlet (piping B), to determine the inlet and outlet temperature of
the water flowing through the heat shield. These two sensors can be spotted on the
figure as a “♦” in the piping. Total water = 2
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(a) Thermocouple positions of the experimental setup
(b) Thermocouple positions for a
single heat pipe for heat shield 1
(c) Thermocouple positions for a
single heat pipe for heat shield 2
Figure 3.4: Thermocouple positions
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Table 3.2: Heat pipe dimensions
Description Symbol Value (mm)
Fin HS 1 length lfin1 21.3
Fin HS 2 length lfin2 76.0
Fin thickness tfin 5.0
Heat pipe inside radius rin 13.93
Heat pipe outside radius rout 16.7
• Three thermocouples were attached to the internal concrete surface. The “∗” indi-
cates that another three thermocouples were placed exactly opposite the three on
the external surface. The sensors were responsible for measuring the concrete tem-
peratures. After initial testing, more thermocouples were attached to the outside
concrete surface to provide a better temperature distribution. They are shown by
“♦” along the external concrete surface. Total concrete = 12
• Three thermocouples were connected to the back of the heating plate and the “∗”
indicates another three thermocouples on the outside of the insulation placed on
the back of the heating elements. The sensors on the heating plate were responsible
for measuring the surface temperature of the heating plate, while the sensors on
the outside measured the surface temperature of the plate holding the insulation in
place. Total heating elements = 6
• Three thermocouples were connected to the top and bottom of the inside of the
cavity. Three thermocouples were also placed on the outside at the top and bottom,
as the “∗” indicates. The sensors were responsible for measuring the top and bot-
tom surface temperatures on the inside and outside of the cavity. Total top and
bottom insulation = 12
• Nine thermocouples were connected to the inside of the cavity on the sides that form
the insulating doors. The “+” symbol shows that there are another twenty-seven
thermocouples: nine on the outside of the one insulated door and eighteen on the
opposite insulated door (again, nine on the inside and nine on the outside). The sen-
sors were responsible for measuring the internal and external surface temperatures
on the sides of the cavity. Total vertical insulation = 36
• Three thermocouples were connected to each heat pipe of the heat shield and the “•”
designates another five thermocouples: two on the fins alongside the thermocouple
on the heat pipe and three on the back of the heat shield at the same positions as
on the front. The sensors measured the surface temperature of the heat pipe and
fins. Total heat shield = 54 for heat shield 1 and 36 for heat shield 2
The reasoning behind placing thermocouples on the outside for almost every corres-
ponding thermocouple on the inside was to enable the determining of the temperature
difference at the specific locations. The temperature measurements could then be used
to calculate the heat loss at a specific position. With calculated information of the heat
losses, an energy balance could be determined and this provided an indication of the heat
lost from the cavity through the side, top and bottom walls. The thermocouples were
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connected to a data logger, which recorded and stored the temperature measurements at
given time intervals and the data was then accessible via a computer connected to the
data logger. The data logger, however, could only log forty temperature measurements
and, since there were more than one hundred and twenty sensors, a switching panel was
made. All of the thermocouples connected to the experimental model were connected to
the female parts of a strip connector. The eighty data logger inputs were connected to the
male parts of the strip connector and the user could then manually couple sets of sensors,
rather than having to couple each sensor individually. This switching method decreased
the measuring time. The switching panel can be viewed in Figure A.5 in Appendix A.
A pump was used to provide the necessary flow rate of water from the 2 000 litre
tank through piping A to the heat shield. Valve A was used to vary the flow rate, while
valve B could be opened in case the system had to be drained. The coolant flow rate was
measured by capturing the water flowing in piping B with a bucket of known volume.
The time required for the bucket to fill up was timed and then the content of the bucket
weighed on an electronic scale. With the gathered information it was possible to calculate
the mass flow rate. The experiment was performed with valve A open, resulting in a mass
flow rate of 0.6 kg/s.
3.3.2 Experimental Procedure
The experiments were performed with two heat shields with different heat pipe designs.
The two heat pipes are shown in Figure 3.3b and 3.3c. The centre heat pipe of the heat
shield could be blocked, which resulted in three operating configurations, a Dry, Blocked
and Charged configuration, as follows:
1. Dry: the heat shield was completely dry, with no water flowing through the heat pipes;
under these operating conditions the heat shield functions purely as a radiation shield.
This can be seen as the reactor operating under abnormal conditions or similar to a
case of a DLOFC.
2. Blocked: the central heat pipe was blocked and water could only flow through two
thirds of the heat shield. This can also be seen as the reactor operating under abnormal
conditions or similar to a case of a PLOFC.
3. Charged: the heat shield was entirely filled with water. This can be seen as the reactor
operating under normal conditions.
To ensure that all the experiments were carried out in the same manner, the following
experimental procedure was followed and all the experiments were carried out according
to these steps:
• The model was fitted with the required sensors as specified in Section 3.3.1 and the
sensor configuration was performed.
• A test run was performed to ensure that the sensors were functioning correctly.
• The experimental setup was thoroughly inspected to screen the setup based on
the hazards identified in Appendix C to ensure that all protective actions were in
place and to confirm that all switches were in the corresponding safe position, and
that there was no visible damage to wiring. The inspection included inspecting
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the insulation and, where necessary, gaps in the insulation were sealed with high
temperature silicon to ensure that the cavity was optimally insulated. The reason
for the use of silicon was its easy acquisition and easy removal after an experiment
had been completed, when access was needed to the cavity via the insulted doors.
• This step depended on the configuration of the experiment. For the Dry experiment,
the water was drained and the heat shield inlet and outlet were closed and insulated.
For the Blocked configuration, the central heat pipe first had to be sealed and then
the heat shield had to be filled with water, whereas the entire heat shield was
filled with water for the Charged configuration. For both the Charged and Blocked
configurations, the experiment was inspected for leaks and, if any were found, they
first had to be sealed or repaired.
• The heating elements were activated according to the start-up procedure described
in Appendix C.
• The data logger was turned on and the experiment ran for eight hours, taking
temperature measurements every minute and voltage measurements every second.
• After 480 minutes (eight hours) the experiment reached a state of thermal equili-
brium and the data logger sensors were moved in order to obtain the other temper-
ature measurements.
During the experiments, the temperature measurements were logged every minute by
two Agilent 34970A data loggers. To help with determining the power input during an
experiment, the voltage over the solid state relays was measured and logged every second
(there were three solid state relays, one for each of the heating elements). The voltage
was logged every second, as the voltage over the solid state relays changed rapidly as they
regulated the power input to the heating elements.
The experiments from heat shield 1 and 2 were used to determine which heat pipe
was a better option to employ when developing a heat shield for an RCCS. By comparing
the Charged and Dry experiments, an idea of the cooling capabilities of the heat shield
was obtained and, by comparing the Charged and Blocked experiments, the cooling ca-
pabilities were investigated even when the flow of coolant through one heat pipe was
lost.
3.4 Experimental Results
3.4.1 Thermal Equilibrium
Figure 3.5 shows the temperature measurements for heat shield 1 during a Dry expe-
riment with the heating plate temperature set at 100 ℃. During this experiment, 39 ther-
mocouple measurements were taken every five minutes for 23 hours. This experiment
showed the time it took for the experimental model to reach thermal equilibrium. This
state was reached when the measured temperatures stayed more or less constant and pro-
vided an indication of how long the experiments had to be run before more temperature
measurements could be taken by switching the wires from the data logger to different
thermocouples. From Figure 3.5 it can be seen that, at a time of 420 minutes (vertical
red line), the experimental model appears to have reached thermal equilibrium. This
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time was confirmed by repeating the experiments with heating plate temperatures set
at 200 ℃ and 300 ℃, and 480 minutes (vertical blue line) was determined as a suitable
runtime for the experiment.
(a) Data logger card 1 readings
(b) Data logger card 2 readings
Figure 3.5: Temperature measurements for data logger card 1 and 2
3.4.2 Energy Balance
The energy balance had to be calculated in order to determine the heat losses. The
calculation for this experiment was performed according to Equation 3.4.1. The equation
follows the basic conservation of energy, where the energy going into the system must
be equal to the energy going out of the system, at thermal equilibrium. The heat was
removed by the water flowing through the heat pipes of the heat shield, Q˙HS. The residual
heat was lost into the environment through the sides and concrete of the experimental
model via conduction and radiation, Q˙loss. This calculation provided an indication of how
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well energy could be accounted for in the experiment.
Q˙in = Q˙out
= Q˙HS + Q˙loss
= Q˙HS + (Q˙cond + Q˙rad) (3.4.1)
The heating elements responsible for the energy inserted into the cavity were controlled
by a PID controller. The controller sent a signal to the solid state relay (SSR), which then
acted as an electronic switch. Depending on the signal, the power to the load circuitry
was either switched on or off. If the signal fell within the voltage band of the SSR the
power was switched on, otherwise the power was switched off. Figure 3.6 illustrates
the measured direct current (DC) voltage of the SSR for a 10-hour period. From these
measurements and applying Equation 3.4.2, it was possible to derive the energy inserted
into the experimental model. The voltage band for the SSR used was 4-32 V, and from
the measured voltage it was possible to determine ton (time the elements were on) and
ttot (total time of the experiment).
Figure 3.6: DC voltage from a solid state relay
Together with the measured resistance of the heating elements, Rinst of 37 Ω, and the
known voltage, Vinst of 220 V, it was possible to determine the energy delivered to the
heating elements. The energy delivered can be described as the heat flow from each of
the heating elements to the inside of the experimental model and is represented by Q˙in
in Equation (3.4.1). The energy delivered to the experimental model is calculated with
Equation 3.4.2:
Q˙in =
(
Pinst
ton
ttot
)
top elem
+
(
Pinst
ton
ttot
)
mid elem
+
(
Pinst
ton
ttot
)
bot elem
=
(
V 2inst
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)
top elem
+
(
V 2inst
Rinst
ton
ttot
)
mid elem
+
(
V 2inst
Rinst
ton
ttot
)
bot elem
(3.4.2)
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The function of the heat shield was to remove heat from the experimental model and
the heat removed is calculated with Equation 3.4.3:
Q˙HS = m˙cp (∆T ) = m˙cp (Tout − Tin) (3.4.3)
where m˙ is the mass flow rate through the heat pipes of the heat shield.
The conduction losses, Q˙cond, or the heat lost from the cavity through the walls to the
environment are determined by assuming a thermal conductivity k =∞ for the stainless
steel and mild steel plates. The result of this assumption is that only the heat transfer
through the insulation is considered. The heat losses due to conduction are calculated
with Equation 3.4.4:
Q˙cond = kAs
∆T
∆x
= kAs
(
Tout − Tin
t
)
(3.4.4)
The radiation losses from the external surfaces of the experiment, Q˙rad, are calculated
with Equation 3.4.5:
Q˙rad = σε
(
T 4s − T
4
∞
)
(3.4.5)
By substituting Equations 3.4.2 to 3.4.5 into Equation 3.4.1, the energy balance can be
calculated. Equations 3.4.3 to 3.4.5 can be found in most heat transfer books, for example
Çengel and Boles (2006), and Equation 3.4.2 is a combination of Joule and Ohm’s law,
which in turn can be found in most books on electronics (Rizzoni, 2004).
3.4.2.1 Auxiliary Experimental Model
An auxiliary experimental model with a less complicated and more controlled environment
was designed. This model was used to check the procedure for calculating the energy
delivered to the cavity from the heating elements, and to determine the heat losses from
the heating element through the sides. This experiment gave an indication of the heat
losses that could be expected from the larger experimental model. The experiment also
proved a good starting point to test the technique for determining the heat losses for
the larger experimental model. The complete test setup can be viewed in Figure 3.7. A
single element insulated with the same fibreglass mat used in the experimental model and
enclosed with steel plates forms the black rectangular model in the figure. The element
was connected to a variable voltage transformer responsible for providing the controlled
voltage to the element, which in turn provided the heat for the experiment. There were
thirteen sensors connected to a data logger, twelve thermocouples and one sensor for
voltage measurement.
The power delivered to the heating element was increased manually using the variable
voltage transformer. The temperatures from the heating element were monitored conti-
nuously until the desired temperature and a state of thermal equilibrium were reached.
The temperatures and the voltage were measured every five seconds and each of the three
experiments, with heating plate temperatures of 100 ℃, 200 ℃ and 300 ℃, continued
for about five hours. The temperature measurements recorded and stored by the data
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Figure 3.7: Auxiliary experimental model
logger were then accessible via a computer connected to the data logger. The results
of the calculated heat transfer rate out versus the energy measured in for the auxiliary
experimental model can be found in Figure 3.8. The results of this experiment illustrated
that there were heat losses of 10 %. If this was the case for a controlled experiment, it
could be expected that the experimental model would show greater losses.
Figure 3.8: Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in (auxiliary experimental model)
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3.4.2.2 Experimental Model
The results from the experimental model are provided in Figure 3.9. The figure illustrates
the results from the two heat shields (heat shield 1 and 2, with different heat pipe designs)
and the three different operating configurations (Dry, Blocked and Charged). Each data
point corresponds to one of the three operating temperatures and the heat balance errors
are also given in Figure 3.9. A similar tendency is found when comparing the results from
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. It is evident that energy is not conserved as well as in the
auxiliary experimental model, with an energy balance discrepancy of up to 21 % recorded.
This result is unsatisfactory, but somewhat expected because of the size difference between
the two models and the less controlled environment of the larger experimental model.
3.4.3 Thermal Response Measurements
The temperature measurements in this section were used to investigate the thermal re-
sponse of the experimental model with three different heating plate temperatures (300 ℃,
200 ℃ and 100 ℃) and two different heat shields, each having three different operating
configurations (Dry, Blocked and Charged). Another reason for the experimental analysis,
as previously mentioned, was to acquire data that could be utilised either as inputs for
the CFD simulation or to provide a means of verifying the accuracy of the simulations.
The first data gathered was the back heat shield wall temperatures. These temperatures
were used to create temperature profiles: a linear and second-order polynomial profile
that represented the temperatures measured on the back of the heat shield during the
experiments. The temperature profile was then used as an input or boundary condition
for the CFD simulations. The temperature data from the back of the heat shield, together
with the linear and second-order polynomial functions for the different operating configu-
rations and different heating plate temperatures, can be found in Appendix E. To verify
the accuracy of the CFD simulations, the external concrete temperature was identified.
The results from the comparison between the experiments and the CFD are provided in
Chapter 4.
The experimental results of the heat shield 1 setup with three different operating
configurations and a heating plate wall temperature of 300 ℃ are given in Figure 3.10.
The first observation that can be made from Figure 3.10a is the axisymmetry of the
temperature measurements. This is the same for the Charged configuration and the
reason why only three measurements are provided in Figure 3.10e. This will not be the
case for the Blocked configuration, because the centre heat pipe was blocked and will have
a higher temperature than the two adjacent heat pipes (as can be viewed in Figure 3.10c).
Also provided in Figure 3.10 are the internal concrete temperatures for the three different
operating configurations.
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(a) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 1: Dry)
(b) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 2: Dry)
(c) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 1: Blocked)
(d) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 2: Blocked)
(e) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 1: Charged)
(f) Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in
(heat shield 2: Charged)
Figure 3.9: Calculated heat transfer rate vs. energy in (experimental model)
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(a) Heat shield front temperatures as a function of height for the Dry
configuration
(b) Internal concrete temperatures as a function of height for the Dry
configuration
(c) Heat shield front temperatures as a function of height for the Blocked
configuration
Figure 3.10: Temperature data from the experimental model for all three operating confi-
gurations with heat shield 1 and a heating plate temperature of 300 ℃
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(d) Internal concrete temperatures as a function of height for the Blocked
configuration
(e) Heat shield front temperatures as a function of height for the Charged
configuration
(f) Internal concrete temperatures as a function of height for the Charged
configuration
Figure 3.10: Temperature data from the experimental model heat shield 1 for all three ope-
rating configurations with heat shield 1 and a heating plate temperature of 300 ℃ (cont.)
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A summary of all the results obtained with heat shield 1 and heat shield 2 can be
viewed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 (headings is better explained before Table 3.3). The
main focus will be on the data from the experiments with a heating plate wall temperature
of 300 ℃, as this is more or less the temperature of the RPV when a nuclear reactor
operates normally. The two critical temperatures identified for concrete were 65 ℃ and
125 ℃. The temperature of the concrete containment structure must be maintained below
65 ℃ under normal operating conditions and the concrete can withstand temperatures
of 125 ℃ for a small time period (about one hour (Dobson, 2012)). When inspecting
the data for the Charged configuration in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, it evident that the
temperature of the concrete is kept below 65 ℃. The substantial difference between the
Dry and Charged configurations can be seen, illustrating the cooling capabilities of the
heat shield. Similarly, when inspecting the temperature data of the Blocked configuration,
it is evident that the maximum temperature is very close to that of 65 ℃, even though
the maximum temperature for the Blocked configuration in Table 3.3 is slightly above the
65 ℃ temperature limit. The maximum concrete temperature recorded for the Blocked
configuration was 66.6 ℃ with heat shield 1, which is above the 65 ℃ temperature limit.
Even with the experimental inaccuracies, it is not possible to state that a reactor can be
operated even when a single heat pipe between two working heat pipes are non-functional.
The reason being is that the same inaccuracies might occur with the actual RCCS. The
motivation behind the investigation of two different heat shields was to determine which
heat pipe would be a better option to employ when developing a heat shield for an RCCS.
Through inspection of the data in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, it is seen that the temperatures
measured during the experiments with heat shield 2 are lower and thus the heat pipe
from heat shield 2 are the better option. However, this is not clear because of the small
temperature differences between the two heat shields, and the experiments could easily
have been influenced by different atmospheric conditions as they could not be performed
under exactly the same conditions. The manufacturing costs were then investigated to
try to determine the better option. According to a source in manufacturing, the first heat
shield would be more economical and easier to manufacture (Van der Merwe, 2012). As
a result it is proposed that the heat pipe utilised for heat shield 1 would be the better
option to employ when developing a heat shield for an RCCS.
Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 heading description
Avg T HS → provides the average temperatures on the three heat pipes.
T Conc → provides the temperatures on the inside of the concrete.
Avg ∆T HS → provides the average temperature difference over the heat shield.
∆T Conc → provides the temperature difference over the concrete.
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Table 3.3: Temperature data for heat shield 1
RPV Temp Thermocouple Avg T HS T Conc Avg ∆T HS ∆T Conc
(°C) Position (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)
Dry
Top 129.70 85.81 6.74 24.13
300 Mid 122.60 70.37 6.58 14.27
Bot 104.18 58.25 4.81 14.33
Top 87.95 60.14 3.38 13.45
200 Mid 81.59 49.20 3.11 7.75
Bot 68.26 40.56 2.20 6.94
Top 46.75 34.76 1.01 4.33
100 Mid 44.03 30.72 0.94 2.88
Bot 39.00 27.52 0.74 2.05
Blocked
Top 67.79 66.57 10.96 15.20
300 Mid 61.41 50.45 6.06 7.83
Bot 54.71 45.65 4.78 8.08
Top 50.85 48.77 5.97 8.73
200 Mid 46.84 38.61 3.06 4.22
Bot 42.24 34.75 2.44 4.14
Top 35.52 32.58 1.81 3.49
100 Mid 34.26 28.53 1.00 1.55
Bot 32.69 27.15 0.75 1.41
Charged
Top 47.20 62.02 9.47 12.64
300 Mid 43.08 44.17 7.01 5.32
Bot 39.28 39.65 5.04 5.57
Top 39.95 46.35 4.67 6.94
200 Mid 37.75 36.38 3.22 3.41
Bot 35.75 33.05 2.35 3.06
Top 32.45 32.26 1.24 3.03
100 Mid 32.12 28.29 0.98 1.38
Bot 31.61 27.17 0.80 1.17
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Table 3.4: Temperature data for heat shield 2
RPV Temp Thermocouple Avg T HS T Conc Avg ∆T HS ∆T Conc
(°C) Position (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)
Dry
Top 127.91 86.11 6.71 24.34
300 Mid 120.70 69.93 6.20 13.75
Bot 103.58 61.78 6.46 15.29
Top 87.03 59.87 3.36 14.03
200 Mid 80.42 49.00 2.65 3.15
Bot 67.83 42.69 3.02 7.73
Top 45.90 34.32 1.00 4.33
100 Mid 43.03 30.16 0.74 1.53
Bot 38.16 27.48 0.97 2.30
Blocked
Top 59.20 64.53 8.14 14.18
300 Mid 59.13 47.33 6.94 6.29
Bot 57.67 45.97 6.45 7.94
Top 46.79 48.57 4.02 8.38
200 Mid 46.09 38.14 3.08 3.78
Bot 44.76 36.51 3.00 4.45
Top 34.22 32.92 1.16 3.43
100 Mid 33.80 28.77 0.91 1.40
Bot 33.09 27.93 0.95 1.47
Charged
Top 45.44 61.62 7.91 13.22
300 Mid 45.31 42.57 9.02 4.87
Bot 43.11 40.48 7.49 5.91
Top 35.67 44.97 4.06 7.50
200 Mid 35.36 33.54 4.46 2.94
Bot 34.14 31.38 3.86 3.49
Top 27.27 29.30 1.12 2.63
100 Mid 27.35 25.13 1.25 1.01
Bot 26.99 24.21 1.15 0.97
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3.5 Critical Evaluation of the Experimental Model
During the data processing of the experimental results, a few points of interest were
identified. The first can be outlined by comparing the temperatures in Figure 3.10e and
3.10f. It can be seen that the external concrete temperatures were higher than those of
the heat shield back temperatures. This should not be the case, as the heat shield was
responsible for creating a perfect barrier between the RPV and the concrete. The cause
of this can be explained by inspecting Figure 3.11. Figure 3.11a illustrates the small gaps
found between adjacent heat pipes and also that there were spaces between the sides of the
experimental model and the heat shield for the thermocouple wiring to exit. The question
that can be asked is why the Dry configuration was not affected? The answer is that, for
the Dry configuration, the temperatures of the heat shield and the air that passes through
these gaps were similar. This will not be the case for the Charged configuration, as the
temperature of the water flowing through the heat shield and the temperature of the air
that passes through these gaps will not be similar. What was actually happening was
that air with a temperature higher than what it was supposed to be was passing through
the gaps, resulting in concrete temperatures higher than what were expected.
(a) Schematics of the position where the thermo-
couple wiring exits the experimental model
(b) A photograph of the thermocouple wiring exiting the expe-
rimental model
Figure 3.11: Illustration of the critical evaluation
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Another point of interest identified during the comparison between the experimental
and CFD results was the unusual profile of the measured external concrete temperatures.
This is illustrated by the circled temperatures of interest in Figure 3.12. The first two
encircled temperatures were slightly lower than expected when looking at the overall
profile. This can be explained by the interference caused by the thermocouple wiring
exiting the experiment at the heights shown in Figure 3.11a. Comparing the heights in
Figure 3.11a to the heights for the temperatures circled in Figure 3.12, it can be seen that
the wire exits the experimental model at heights slightly below these temperatures and
thus interferes with the fluid flow in these regions, resulting in slightly lower temperatures.
The final temperature encircled can therefore also be believed to be slightly lower due
to interference from the thermocouple wiring. Figure 3.11b illustrates one of the three
places where the thermocouple wiring exits the experimental model. The amount of wiring
exiting the experimental model is clearly visible in the figure. Also visible is the silicone
used to insulate the opening between the side walls of the model and the frame, as well
as the thermocouple wiring that was used to measure temperatures on the outside of the
experimental model.
Figure 3.12: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for heating plate tem-
perature of 300 ℃ with a Dry configuration, illustrating the influence of the thermocouple
wiring exiting the experimental model
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CFD Analysis
4.1 Introduction
The second approach applied during this project, as shown in Figure 1.2, is a CFD
analysis. The aim of the CFD analysis was to investigate CFD as a research tool in the
field of nuclear engineering. As previously mentioned in Section 2.8, CFD provides an
alternative to using experiments or analytical work, the former of which might become
costly whilst the latter might not yet exist. This CFD investigation will be performed by
comparing the external concrete temperatures from the simulations with those obtained
from the experimental analysis. In the process of comparing the experimental results with
the CFD results, the heat transfer and fluid flow will be analysed in the reactor cavity.
A cross section of an HTGR reactor cavity (Figure 4.1) illustrates the important aspects
of the cavity. The simulation will model the heat transfer between the heat shield and
the concrete confinement structure. The CFD model will be the geometric equivalent to
the back cavity and the concrete confinement of the experimental model to ensure that
the experimental data collected can be used to verify the results obtained from the CFD
analysis.
Figure 4.1: Cross section of an HTGR reactor cavity
Simulating the back cavity separately from the front cavity eliminated the complexity
of modelling the heat shield. Figure 4.2 illustrates schematically how the problem was
approached. A temperature profile that represented the temperature distribution along
43
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the heat shield wall was given as an input to the model, both as a linear and polynomial
function of the temperatures measured during the experiments. The heat was transfer-
red through the back cavity, which was filled with air, and then conducted through the
concrete into the environment.
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the simulation of the back cavity of the HTGR reactor
The CFD analysis was performed by first investigating the CFD package used for the
simulations. The investigation details the solver of the package, the governing equations
solved during a simulation, and three important elements in reference to the simulations
for this project: natural convection, turbulence and radiation. The section on natural
convection explains two approaches in solving a natural convection-type problem and
provides the reason for the specific approach applied during the analysis. The section
on turbulence describes the available turbulent models and the techniques used by the
CFD package to solve turbulent flow. The two techniques for solving turbulent flow
are discussed and the choice of a specific technique for the analysis is explained. The
section on radiation describes the available radiation models used by the CFD package,
the criteria for choosing an appropriate radiation model and the eventual choice for the
analysis. A procedure is provided that explains the work done for the entire CFD analysis
and, finally, the results of the natural convection in a square cavity and the 2-D simulation
of the back cavity of the experimental model are provided.
The CFD analysis was divided into two simulations: first the simulation of natural
convection in a square cavity, and then the 2-D simulation of the back cavity of the
experimental model. The section providing the results is therefore also divided into two
sections, one for each of the two simulations. For the simulation of natural convection in a
square cavity, a grid dependence study and an investigation of the importance of radiation
were performed by simulating two cases: convection only and radiation included. For the
simulation of the back cavity of the experimental model, three models were created with
the pre-processor, Gambit. The first model was used to determine an appropriate grid
size, specific turbulence model and the effects of variable material properties. Models
2 and 3 were improvements on their predecessors. The knowledge gained with the first
and second models was applied to the third model, and this model was then used to
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simulate the back cavity of the experimental model. The external concrete temperatures
obtained from the CFD simulations were compared to the temperatures measured during
the experiments to verify the accuracy of the CFD results.
4.2 CFD Package
Fluent, the CFD package that was available at Stellenbosch University, was developed
by Ansys and was used to perform the simulations. The simulation was of a conjugate
heat transfer problem, as all three heat transfer mechanisms were present. Details of
how Fluent was employed are discussed in relation to the specific solver, an analysis of
the governing equations and the manner in which Fluent addresses natural convection,
turbulent flow and radiation. The information presented in this section has been gleaned
from the Fluent User’s Guide (Fluent Inc., 2006).
4.2.1 Solver Overview
The solver employed for this investigation was the pressure-based solver or, more spe-
cifically, the pressure-based segregated algorithm. As the name indicates, each of the
governing equations is solved separately by using a control-volume-based technique. A
single iteration can be divided into seven steps, and these steps are listed below (Fluent
Inc., 2006) and illustrated by the flow diagram in Figure 4.3.
1. Update the fluid properties based on the current solution (e.g. density, viscosity
and specific heat, including turbulent viscosity).
2. Obtain the velocity field by solving the momentum equations, one after another,
using the recently updated values of pressure and face mass fluxes.
3. Solve the pressure correction equation using the obtained velocity field from step 2
and the mass flux.
4. Correct the predetermined face mass fluxes, pressure, and the velocity field by using
the solution from the pressure correction obtained from step 3.
5. Solve the equations for additional scalars, if any, such as turbulent quantities, energy,
species and radiation intensity, using the current values of the solution variables.
6. Update the source terms arising from the interactions between different phases (e.g.,
a multiphase problem where the source term of the carrier phase, air or oil, is affected
by discrete particles that are in a different phase).
7. Check for the convergence of the equations.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of the pressure-based solver (Fluent Inc., 2006)
4.2.2 Governing Equations
Three governing equations were solved by Fluent (Fluent Inc., 2006). Each of the equa-
tions is subdivided to better explain the different components. The equations will be
encountered again in Chapter 5, where they are simplified to suit the problem of natural
convection in a square cavity.
Mass
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ
→
υ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
mass flux
= Sm︸︷︷︸
source term
(4.2.1)
Energy
∂
∂t
(ρE) +∇ ·
(
→
υ (ρE + ρ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy flux
= ∇ ·
(
keff∇T −
∑
j
hj
→
Jj +
(
τ¯eff ·
→
υ
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∑
E
+ Sh︸︷︷︸
source term
(4.2.2)
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Momentum
∂
∂t
(
ρ
→
υ
)
+∇ ·
(
ρ
→
υ
→
υ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
momentum flux
= −∇ρ+∇ · (τ¯) + ρ
→
g +
→
F︸ ︷︷ ︸
∑
F
(4.2.3)
The different fluxes (mass, energy and momentum) from Equations 4.2.1 to 4.2.3
can be defined as the change of the specific flux over the control volume. The source
term mentioned in Equations 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 is an external source that acts upon the
control volume. The
∑
E is the summation of all the energy terms associated with the
control volume, which are from left to right: the energy due to conduction, diffusion
and the viscous dissipation. The
∑
F is the summation of all the forces acting on the
control volume, which are from left to right: the forces due to pressure, shear stresses
and gravity, and then any external forces acting upon the control volume. The leftmost
term of each of the equations containing the time derivative is the rate of change for that
specific property.
4.2.3 Natural Convection or Buoyancy-Driven Flows
Buoyancy-driven flow, as the name specifies, is flow induced by the force of gravity re-
sulting from a variation in density caused by a temperature change, known as natural
convection. Equations 4.2.4 to 4.2.8 are retrieved from the Fluent User’s Guide (Fluent
Inc., 2006).
The importance of buoyancy forces in a fluid can be measured by the ratio of the
Grashoff and Reynolds number:
Gr
Re2
=
gβ∆TL
υ2
(4.2.4)
For a case of pure natural convection, the strength of the buoyancy-induced flow is
measured by the Rayleigh number:
Ra =
gβ∆TL3ρ
µα
=
gβ∆TL3ρ
υ2
Pr (4.2.5)
where β is the thermal expansion coefficient:
β =
1
ρ
(
∂P
∂T
)
P
(4.2.6)
or, for an ideal gas:
β =
1
T [K]
(4.2.7)
and α is the thermal diffusivity:
α =
k
ρcp
(4.2.8)
Buoyancy-induced laminar flow will occur when the Rayleigh number is less than 108,
and turbulent flow will occur for Rayleigh numbers between 108 < Ra < 1010. How
natural convection can be modelled in a closed domain like the cavity in Figure 4.2 will
depend on the mass in the cavity. To determine the mass, the density is required and,
as a result, two approaches may be followed to model buoyancy-induced flow problems
(Fluent Inc., 2006):
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i) Perform a transient or time-dependent calculation where the initial density will be
compiled from the initial condition and the mass will be conserved as the simula-
tion progresses over time. This approach is usually followed when big temperature
differences are found inside the cavity.
ii) Perform a steady-state calculation and use the Boussinesq approximation. This ap-
proach is usually followed when there are small temperature differences in the domain.
It is valid when β(TH − TC) << 1 (the values calculated for this project are in the
order of 0.002 to 0.06).
The second approach was followed for the CFD analysis in this project. More detail
on the Boussinesq approximation can be found in Appendix I, and the validity of using
the second approach is discussed in Appendix F.
4.2.4 Turbulence
Fluent uses different models and techniques when solving turbulent flow. From a cal-
culation using the temperature measurements from the experiments and Equation 4.2.5
it was calculated that the flow for all the different operating configurations were indeed
turbulent. The results of the calculation are provided in Appendix F and it is evident that
the Rayleigh number is above 108. The turbulence kinetic energy is usually expressed per
unit mass, i.e. k = 1/2(u2 + v2 + w2), an intensive quantity, in 95 + % of the literature.
Three turbulent models were investigated for the CFD analysis and the external concrete
temperatures obtained from the simulations using each model were compared. The tur-
bulent models investigated were the Standard K-ε model and the two variations of the
Standard model, the RNG K-ε model and the Realisable K-ε model.
Turbulent flow is significantly affected by the presence of walls in the near-wall region
and, according to experiments by previous researchers, the near-wall region can be sub-
divided into four layers, as shown in Figure 4.4 (Fluent Inc., 2006). The different layers
are explained in terms of the u+ against y+ values in semi-log coordinates in Figure 4.4.
i) Viscous sublayer: flow is almost laminar and the molecular viscosity plays a dominant
role in mass, momentum and energy transfer.
ii) Buffer layer: here the effects of both molecular viscosity and turbulence are equally
important.
iii) Log-law layer: the flow in this region complies with the law of the wall, which can be
put into words by looking at Figure 4.4: at some point the logarithm of y+ from that
point to the wall equals u+ of the turbulent flow (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007).
iv) Outer layer: the flow in this region is fully turbulent and turbulence plays a major
role.
Modelling the near-wall region is accomplished by one of two approaches: either a wall
function or a near-wall model approach. The two approaches are graphically illustrated
in Figure 4.5.
The wall function approach, illustrated in Figure 4.5a, uses semi-empirical formulas
to model the buffer and viscous sublayer. In this approach the mesh does not have to be
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Figure 4.4: Law of the wall (Fluent Inc., 2006)
(a) Wall function approach
(b) Near-wall model approach
Figure 4.5: Two approaches for modelling near-wall regions in Fluent (Fluent Inc., 2006)
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too fine at the wall and a high Reynolds turbulence model, for example the K-ω model,
may be used in Fluent. As a rule, the y+ values need to be between 30 and 60 for this
approach to be valid. The second approach, illustrated in Figure 4.5b, is the near-wall
model approach, in which the turbulence model is modified to resolve the buffer and
viscous sublayer with a fine enough mesh at the walls. For this approach to be valid, a
y+ value of y+ ≤ 1 is required.
The second approach was utilised for the CFD analysis. An enhanced wall treatment
with a two-layer model was introduced. This specific model divides the near-wall region
into a viscosity-affected region and a fully turbulent region (Fluent Inc., 2006). The value
of the turbulent Reynolds number, Rey, determines the two regions and, depending on
the specific region, the correct model is used to model turbulence.
4.2.5 Radiation
The radiation was estimated to contribute to about 80 percent of the heat transfer for
the 300 ℃ heating plate experiment, expounding the importance of including radiation in
the simulations. Fluent provides five radiation models that can be used when simulating
heat transfer problems (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Different radiation models in Fluent and criteria for them (Fluent Inc., 2006)
Models Optical thickness
Rosseland radiation model > 3
P-1 radiation model > 1
DTRM - Discrete transfer radiation model All
DO - Discrete ordinates All
S2S - Surface to surface 0
The optical thickness, (α + σs)L, is utilised as criterion for choosing an appropriate
radiation model. Here, α and σs are the absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient
of the medium that participates in the radiation heat transfer. L is a length scale of
the computational domain (the length between the hot and cold surface). An example
of where the medium participates in the heat transfer will be the simulation of a fur-
nace where sediment particles are present in the air. The particles will participate by
absorbing and scattering heat. There was no participating medium for the simulation
of the experimental model and, as a result, a zero absorption and scattering coefficient.
As a result of the zero optical thickness for the simulation, the surface to surface (S2S)
model was chosen, but both the discrete transfer radiation model (DTRM) and discrete
ordinates (DO) model could have been used for this simulation.
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4.3 Procedure for CFD Analysis
The CFD analysis was performed according to the flow diagram in Figure 4.6. The figure
explains the procedure followed to complete the CFD analysis, detailing all the work
done. The analysis started with the modelling of natural convection in a square cavity.
The simulation was performed for two cases: convection only and radiation included.
To simplify the simulation, the Boussinesq approximation was assumed. The results
from the two cases were compared to determine the influence of radiation on natural
convection. This was necessary because high temperatures are present in a nuclear reactor
and modelling radiation cannot simply be neglected, as is done in some cases. This
proved to be a good starting point, as there is plentiful previous work in the literature,
which ensured confidence in the ability to simulate natural convection-type problems.
The first simulation also gave valuable insight into the Boussinesq assumption and the
implementation thereof in the simulations. The goal of the first simulation was to gain
a better understanding of the CFD program for the two-dimensional simulation of the
experimental model that followed.
Following the modelling of natural convection in a square cavity, a 2-D simulation
of the experimental model was performed. The simulation was of the back cavity of the
experimental model only. This simplified the simulation, as the heat shield with the heat
pipes and the water flowing through the heat pipes were omitted. Firstly, model 1 was
developed with the pre-processor. This required the acquisition of all the dimensions from
the experimental model, as well as the identification and acquisition of all the necessary
material properties. The experimental model was simulated with model 1, which required
the development of temperature profiles for the heat shield that represented the back
heat shield temperatures measured during the experiments. Both a linear and polynomial
temperature profile were created from the three temperatures measured on the back of
the heat shield. Model 1 was used to investigate grid dependence and to find a suitable
grid size. The same model was used to investigate the accuracy of three turbulent models
and the choice of an appropriate turbulent model. Model 1 was used to investigate
the effect of varying the density of the air and the thermal conductivity of concrete.
These two properties were identified because the driving force behind natural convection
is the difference in density and because the thermal conductivity of the concrete will
affect the external concrete temperatures. The results from Model 1 were compared with
the experimental results and possible improvements were identified. The model was then
improved. A second model was developed that included the insulation of the experimental
model. The experimental model was simulated with the improved model : the results from
Model 2 were compared with the experimental results and again a possible improvement
was identified. A third model was then developed that included the concrete stand of the
experimental model (the extra concrete from the ground to the start of the cavity; this
can be viewed in Figure 3.2). After the simulation of the experimental model with the
improved model, the third model was deemed the most accurate and used to simulate
the experimental model under different heating plate temperatures (300 ℃, 200 ℃ and
100 ℃) and different operating configurations of the heat shield (Dry and Charged). The
results from Model 3 was compared to the experimental results and the accuracy of the
CFD simulations were verified.
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Figure 4.6: Flow diagram of CFD analysis
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4.4 Natural Convection in a Square Cavity
4.4.1 Computational Description
A computational description of the square cavity can be viewed in Figure 4.7. The
dimensions of the cavity were varied to determine the effect of the modified geometry,
which resulted in a change in the Rayleigh number, as the Rayleigh number is dependent
on the length of the cavity. The dimensions for the height and width are given in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.7: Computational description (Simulation 1)
Table 4.2: Domain dimensions (Simulation 1)
Description Symbol Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Units
Cavity height L1 0.02 0.04 0.08 m
Cavity length L2 0.02 0.04 0.08 m
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4.4.2 Fluid Description
The working fluid inside of the cavity is air and it will be regarded as an incompressible
fluid. The necessary properties to perform the CFD simulation are provided in Table 4.3.
The properties in Table 4.3 are calculated at the average temperature (Tavg = (TH +
TC)/2 = 75 ℃) by interpolation of Table G.1 in Appendix G, which displays the properties
of air as a function of temperature.
Table 4.3: Fluid properties (Simulation 1)
Property Symbol Value Units
Density ρ 1.0137 kg/m3
Viscosity µ 0.00002074 kg/ms
Specific heat cp 1007.5 J/kgK
Thermal conductivity k 0.02917 W/mK
Thermal expansion coefficient β 0.0029 K−1
Prandtl number Pr 0.69 -
4.4.3 Boundary Conditions
The temperatures TH and TC of the two vertical walls were known and thus served as the
wall boundary conditions, shown in Table 4.4. The top and bottom walls were perfectly
insulated and thus a zero heat flux acted as the wall boundary condition at the two
horizontal walls. A no-slip flow boundary condition was assumed at the walls.
Table 4.4: Boundary conditions (Simulation 1)
Description Symbol Temperature (℃)
Hot temperature TH 100
Cold temperature TC 50
4.4.4 Particulars of the Computational Mesh
The particulars of the mesh are given in Table 4.5 and the simulation of three different grid
sizes was done to evaluate the grid dependency of this problem. A double-sided successive
ratio of 1.05 was utilised to ensure that the mesh was finer close to the boundaries. This
is clearly evident from Figure 4.8 and the specific successive ratio better captures the
formation of the thermal and velocity boundary layer close to the boundaries.
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Table 4.5: Mesh particulars (Simulation 1)
Mesh Grid Size 1 Grid Size 2 Grid Size 3
Model 1 110 x 110 150 x 150 190 x 190
Model 2 110 x 110 150 x 150 190 x 190
Model 3 110 x 110 150 x 150 190 x 190
Figure 4.8: Grid (Simulation 1)
4.4.5 Results
The results section is divided into two subsections: convection only and radiation in-
cluded. Both sections provide figures illustrating the isotherms and streamlines for the
simulations performed on the three different models, resulting in three different Rayleigh
numbers. Conclusions were drawn by analysing the figures of isotherms and streamlines
and by comparing the results from the simulations with convection only and with radia-
tion included. The comparison specifically analysed the average surface Nusselt number.
The Nusselt number can be viewed as a dimensionless convective heat transfer coefficient
(Çengel, 2006) and is defined as
Nu =
hLc
k
= (3.228× 0.02)/0.0292 = 2.21
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and
Lc is the characteristic length. To calculate the Nu from the CFD results, one retrieves
the average surface h value of the four walls from report surface integral and then multiply
by Lc/k. A sample calculation for a 110 x 110 grid and Ra = 10
4 is provided together
with the equation given above and the result is the same as shown in Table 4.6.
4.4.5.1 Convection Only
The first thing that can be seen from the results is that the flow is clockwise, which was
expected. This is shown by the velocity vector plot in Figure 4.9. The hot wall caused
the air near the wall to heat up and rise, and then the cold air from the cold wall replaced
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the hot air at the bottom and caused the circular motion. Only one plot is provided
to show the clockwise motion, as the other simulations will have different plots but the
same directional motion. An inspection of the isotherm figures in Figure 4.10 shows
that, as the Rayleigh number increased, there was an increase in density of the isotherms
close to the walls, or a thinner temperature boundary layer. The thinner temperature
boundary layer caused the flow to become stronger and led to the formation of a very thin
velocity boundary layer, which is evident from the figures illustrating the streamlines in
Figure 4.10. This was also the reason for the increase in Nusselt number as the Rayleigh
number increased.
Figure 4.9: Velocity vector for Ra = 104
A comparison of the average surface Nusselt numbers obtained during this project with
the values from previous researchers is given in Table 4.6 (Pesso and Piva, 2009; Santhosh
Kumar, 2009). The differences between the average surface Nusselt numbers obtained in
the present study and those obtained by previous researchers were due to the fact that
this problem is grid dependent. For the present study, three grid sizes were simulated
for each model and the results show the difference in average surface Nusselt numbers
when performing a simulation with a different grid. From left to right the average Nusselt
numbers for the present study in Table 4.6 correspond to the grid sizes given in Table 4.5.
When the same grid size is used as that used by Santhosh Kumar (2009), namely a 110
x 110 grid, the values correlated to within 1.5 percent.
4.4.5.2 Radiation Included
Figure 4.11 provides the isotherms and streamlines for the simulations that include surface
radiation with an emissivity of ε= 1.0 and three Rayleigh numbers. As with the simulation
of convection only, the same three models were simulated. The increase in density of the
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(a) Isotherm Ra = 104 (b) Streamlines Ra = 104
(c) Isotherm Ra = 105 (d) Streamlines Ra = 105
(e) Isotherm Ra = 106 (f) Streamlines Ra = 106
Figure 4.10: Isotherms and streamlines for different Rayleigh numbers (convection only)
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Table 4.6: Comparison of calculated average surface Nusselt numbers with those from
previous work (Pesso and Piva, 2009; Santhosh Kumar, 2009)
Rayleigh Number Researcher Nusselt Number
104 De Vahl Davis 2.24
Wan et al. 2.25
Santhosh Kumar 2.19
Present 2.213 / 2.021 / 1.880
105 De Vahl Davis 4.52
Wan et al. 4.6
Santhosh Kumar 4.53
Present 4.565 / 4.227 / 3.889
106 De Vahl Davis 8.8
Wan et al. 8.98
Santhosh Kumar 8.82
Present 8.952 / 8.205 / 7.770
isotherms was the same as with the previous simulation and also resulted in an increase
in average surface Nusselt number. The inclusion of radiation resulted in a decrease in
size of the hot air region at the top and of the cold air region at the bottom of the cavity.
This was the result of heat emitted from the top and bottom surfaces. Evident from
the figure is that flow is again clockwise, as with the simulation with convection only.
Table 4.7 provides the average surface Nusselt numbers from all the simulations. When
comparing the average surface Nusselt numbers from Table 4.7, it is evident that the
values increased when radiation was included. There was a ± 45 percent increase in the
average surface Nusselt number with ε = 0.5, and a ± 65 percent increase in the average
surface Nusselt number with ε = 1.0. Similar to the previous simulation, the results were
grid dependant. This can be seen by analysing the difference in average surface Nusselt
numbers from Table 4.7 when using a different grid size. The large increase in the Nusselt
number between the results from ε = 0, ε = 0.5 and ε = 1.0 shown in Table 4.7 clearly
indicates the importance of radiation and that it should not be neglected in these types
of simulations. This also served as motivation for the inclusion of radiation in the 2-D
simulation of the experimental model.
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(a) Isotherm Ra = 104 (b) Streamlines Ra = 104
(c) Isotherm Ra = 105 (d) Streamlines Ra = 105
(e) Isotherm Ra = 106 (f) Streamlines Ra = 106
Figure 4.11: Isotherms and Streamlines for Different Rayleigh Numbers (Radiation Inclu-
ded and ε = 1.0)
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Table 4.7: Comparison of Nusselt numbers with and without radiation
Emissivity Rayleigh number Grid size 1 Grid size 2 Grid size 3
104 2.21 2.02 1.88
ε = 0 (convection only) 105 4.57 4.23 3.89
106 8.95 8.21 7.77
104 4.11 4.01 3.97
ε = 0.5 105 8.06 7.77 7.65
106 15.65 14.97 14.63
104 6.62 6.53 6.5
ε = 1.0 105 13.04 12.79 12.68
106 25.71 25.06 24.74
4.5 2-D Simulation of the Experimental Model
4.5.1 Computational Description
A computational description of the back cavity of the simulated experimental model can
be viewed in Figure 4.12. The figure is divided into three models. From left to right the
figure illustrates how the model was developed into the final model. Model 1 simulates
the top and bottom of the cavity as adiabatic boundaries. Model 1 is unable to capture
the end effects at the top and bottom of the model, and this led to the development of
Model 2, which included simulating the actual insulation at the top and bottom of the
experiment. The final improvement was the modification made to the concrete section
to include the stand from the experimental model, believed to act as a heat sink. The
dimensions of the model can be viewed in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Domain dimensions (Simulation 2)
Description Symbol Dimension (m)
Heat shield height LHS 1.9
Cavity length L1 0.18
Concrete length Lconc 2
Concrete stand length Lstand 0.3
Concrete thickness tconc 0.05
Stainless steel plate thickness tstainless 0.01
Mild steel plate thickness tmild 0.01
Insulation thickness tins 0.05
4.5.2 Fluid and Solid Description
The working fluid in the cavity was standard air (air at a pressure of 1 atm) and the
heat was transferred to the outside through a solid concrete and insulation section. The
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insulation was enclosed by a mild steel and stainless steel plate, thus creating three solid
sections: Filomat, mild steel and stainless steel. The stainless steel plate was on the
inside of the cavity and the mild steel, which was painted black, was on the outside. The
Boussinesq approximation was applied during the simulation and the thermal properties
for the different materials can be found in Appendix G. More information regarding
the Boussinesq approximation can be found in Appendix I. The properties of air were
retrieved at the average temperature between the heat shield and the internal concrete
wall and the properties of concrete were retrieved at the average temperature between
the internal concrete wall and the external concrete wall. The average temperatures were
obtained from the experiments. The temperature dependency of air and concrete was
also investigated by simulating the density of air as an ideal gas and that of the concrete
by varying the thermal conductivity according to Equation G.2.2 in Appendix G. The
density of the air and the thermal conductivity of the concrete were deemed the most
influential properties in the simulation, as the driving force behind natural convection
is the difference in density, and the external concrete temperatures were retrieved from
the simulation and were dependent on the thermal conductivity of the concrete. The
concrete properties were varied in Fluent by incorporating Equation G.2.2 into a user-
defined function (UDF), found in Appendix F.
4.5.3 Boundary Conditions
As in the model in the first simulation (Section 4.4.3), the only boundary type in the
models shown in Figure 4.12 is the wall boundaries. For this model the boundary condi-
tions could be divided into four sections: the heat shield, concrete, top and bottom. The
boundary conditions for each of the sections are provided in Table 4.9. For the heat
shield the temperature THS acts as the boundary condition. This temperature represents
the temperature profile of the heat shield and was created with a UDF, which can be
found in Appendix F. Temperature T∞ served as the boundary condition at the other
walls and represents the temperature of the environment. The emissivity values and heat
transfer coefficients for each of the sections, for the case with a heating plate temperature
of 300 ℃ and the Dry heat shield configuration, are in Table 4.9. More information on
material properties, such as the emissivity values, can be found in Appendix G, and the
calculated values of the heat transfer coefficient for all the simulated conditions can be
found in Appendix F. The location of these boundaries can be seen in Figure 4.12. A
no-slip flow boundary condition was assumed at the walls.
4.5.4 Particulars of the Computational Mesh
The three models developed for this simulation are illustrated in Figure 4.12. The first
model was used to evaluate the grid dependency and determine an appropriate grid size.
Two factors were investigated for the grid dependency:
i) The convergence of the temperatures of the external concrete wall.
ii) The y+ values of the internal cavity walls. These values have to be close to zero, as
the problem at hand is a turbulent one and, as mentioned previously in Section 4.2.4,
a y+ value of close to zero is required for simulating turbulent problems with the
near-wall modelling approach.
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Table 4.9: Boundary conditions (Simulation 2)
Description Symbol Value Units
Heat shield temperature THS Linear or polynomial Profile K
Air temperature T∞ 293 K
Heat shield emissivity εHS 0.8 -
Concrete emissivity εconc 0.94 -
Top emissivity εtop 0.95 -
Bottom emissivity εbot 0.95 -
Concrete heat transfer coefficient hconc 5.49 W/m
2K
Top heat transfer coefficient htop 6.02 W/m
2K
Bottom heat transfer coefficient hbot 4.47 W/m
2K
A figure providing the external concrete temperatures for the case with a heating plate
temperature of 300 ℃ and a Dry heat shield configuration can be viewed in Figure 4.13.
The number of cells for each of the grids is shown in Table 4.10 and the L1, L2 and L3
refer to the sides described in Figure 4.12. The y+ data for each of the grids is shown in
Table 4.11. From Figure 4.13a, it appears that Grid 3 was sufficient, as the temperature
did not vary visibly between Grids 3, 4 and 5, but an inspection of Table 4.11 shows that
the grid should have been finer because of the y+ values and Grid 5 appears to be an
appropriate grid for the simulation. To investigate the grid in terms of the conductivity
through the concrete, the mesh was also refined in the concrete section and the convergence
of the external concrete temperatures were analysed again for the the case with a heating
plate temperature of 300 ℃ and a Dry heat shield configuration. Figure 4.13b provides
the temperature data for a refined concrete section and the figure shows that the initial
grid was sufficient, as there was almost no change in the external concrete temperatures
between the different refined grids. A double-sided successive ratio of 1.05 was used for the
mesh of the cavity to ensure that the mesh was finer close to the boundaries. Figure 4.14
shows the final grid used for the simulations, together with an enlarged version of the
top section of the grid. The finer mesh better captured the formation of the thermal and
velocity boundary layer close to the boundaries, as well as the heat transfer through the
inner sides of the cavity.
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Table 4.10: Particulars of the mesh (Simulation 2)
Number of cells
Mesh
LHS L2 L3 Total
Grid 1 100 25 10 3500
Grid 2 250 50 10 15000
Grid 3 500 50 10 30000
Grid 4 250 100 10 27500
Grid 5/5A 250 200 10 52500
Grid 5B 250 200 20 55000
Grid 5C 250 200 30 57500
Grid 5D 250 200 40 60000
Grid 5E 250 200 50 62500
(a) Different sized grids for the cavity
(b) Different sized grids for the concrete
Figure 4.13: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for a heating plate
temperature of 300 ℃ and a Dry heat shield configuration simulated with Model 1, but
having different grid sizes
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Table 4.11: y+ data for different grids
Position
Mesh
Top Bottom HS Concrete
Grid 1 395.3 337.03 385.77 344.37
Grid 2 0.07 0.06 1.81 1.8
Grid 3 5.83 × 10−5 5.30 × 10−5 1.81 1.8
Grid 4 0.07 0.06 0.44 0.47
Grid 5 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04
Figure 4.14: Final grid for Model 3, together with an enlarged view of the top section
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4.5.5 Results
The results section is divided into two subsections, discussing the preliminary and final
results. The preliminary results document the findings of the dependence of the external
concrete temperatures on the use of three different turbulent models (Standard K-ε, RNG
K-ε and Realisable K-ε) and also varying material properties (air density and concrete
thermal conductivity). The final results document the external concrete temperatures for
the simulation of both the Dry and Charged heat shield configurations, together with the
three heating plate temperatures (300 ℃, 200 ℃ and 100 ℃), and compares the results
to those measured during the experiments.
4.5.5.1 Preliminary Results
Model 1 was used to investigate the three different turbulent models and the variable
material properties. The external concrete temperatures from the simulation with three
different turbulent models and variable material properties for the case with a heating
plate temperature of 300 ℃ and the Dry heat shield configuration are shown in Figure 4.15
and Figure 4.16. All three turbulent models could be used for the simulation, as deduced
from the similarities between the results in Figure 4.15. The results from the variable
material properties in Figure 4.16 also illustrate that it was sufficient to use properties at
the average temperatures, as little difference was found between the results with variable
material properties and properties taken at the average temperatures.
Figure 4.15: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for a heating plate
temperature of 300 ℃ and a Charged heat shield configuration simulated with Model 1
and three different turbulent models
4.5.5.2 Final Results
The final results showed the external concrete temperatures as a function of height for
different heating plate temperatures, both for a heat shield with and a heat shield without
water in the heat pipes (Charged and Dry heat shield configuration). The results from the
simulation were compared with the experimental results from the equivalent experiment
and are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 (the figures also show an error bar that correspond
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Figure 4.16: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for a heating plate
temperature of 300 ℃ and a Charged heat shield configuration simulated with Model 1
and variable material properties
to the 1 ℃ tolerance of the thermocouples discussed in Appendix D). Figure 4.17a illus-
trates the results of utilising all three models shown in Figure 4.12. Each model improved
the results, especially at the top and bottom of the concrete. This was due to the inclusion
of the insulation in the model. The difference between Models 2 and 3 was small, but the
results from using Model 3 better captured the minimum and maximum temperatures.
Model 3 was therefore the most accurate model of the three and it was used for the rest
of the simulations. The CFD simulations of the experiments were performed by using a
linear and second-order polynomial temperature profile for the heat shield, and the results
in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show a relatively small difference between using one or the other.
The simulation results for a Dry heat shield configuration, in Figure 4.17a, correlate very
well with the results from the experiment, whereas the results for a Charged heat shield
configuration, in Figure 4.18, do not. An explanation can be found in Section 3.5, where
the experimental model is critically evaluated: it was as a result of spacings between the
heat pipes of the heat shield and between the sides of the heat shield and the side of the
experiment. The experiments for a Dry heat shield configuration were not affected as
much as the experiments for a Charged heat shield configuration because of the smaller
temperature differences of the heat shield and the air passing through the spacings bet-
ween the heat pipes of the heat shield. As a result of this experimental inaccuracy (the
fact that the heat shield did not act as a perfect barrier for air flow between the heating
plate and the concrete) in the experimental model and the accuracy of the simulations for
a Dry heat shield configuration, the results from the simulations for a Charged heat shield
configuration were closer to what could have been expected had there been an air tight
barrier between the heating plate and the concrete in the experiments. It is important to
note the difference between the experimental results for a heat shield with water in the
heat pipes using different heat shields in Figure 4.18. The difference between the results
increased as the heating plate temperature decreased because of the lower temperatures
inside of the cavity, and even the smallest variation could influence the temperatures, for
example changes in weather conditions.
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(a) Heating plate temperature of 300 ℃
(b) Heating plate temperature of 200 ℃
(c) Heating plate temperature of 100 ℃
Figure 4.17: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for different heating
plate temperatures for a Dry heat shield configuration
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(a) Heating plate temperature of 300 ℃
(b) Heating plate temperature of 200 ℃
(c) Heating plate temperature of 100 ℃
Figure 4.18: External concrete temperatures as a function of height for different heating
plate temperatures but for a Charged heat shield configuration
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Chapter 5
Analytical Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In an attempt to gain more confidence in the results of the CFD analysis, a two-dimensional
analytical finite difference model that simulates steady-state buoyancy-induced flow in a
square cavity using a central differencing scheme was developed. The development of
the analytical model covers the final approach shown in Figure 1.2, namely an analytical
analysis. The model provided an explicit steady-state solution to the problem and the
results were compared to the CFD simulations of the natural convection in a square cavity
performed in Section 4.4. The model helped with a better understanding of CFD and was
also an attempt to try to develop a computer program that could solve similar problems
without having to resort to using a commercial CFD computer package. The analytical
model was developed as a computer program that solved the governing equations at each
nodal point. The computer program was written in Python, an open source code. This
chapter will explain how the geometry was discretised, how the governing equations were
derived and what assumptions were made to simplify the modelling. The model was
developed following the approach used by Oosthuizen and Naylor (1999), and all of the
equations in this chapter can be retraced to this source.
5.2 Geometry of the Model
In the analytical model the fluid flow was assumed to be steady, laminar and two-
dimensional due to the axisymmetrical geometry of the physical system, as mentioned
in Section 1.3.2. The grid made use of evenly spaced lines that contained nodal points,
shown in Figure 5.1. The nodal points are numbered i in the x-direction, from 0 to I, and
j in the y-direction, from 0 to J. The internal nodal points followed the same calculation
procedure, while the points on the boundaries were subjected to the specific boundary
conditions at the wall. From Figure 5.1 it is possible to see the internal nodes indicated
by red dots, the boundary nodes indicated by black dots and the boundaries indicated by
solid black lines. The geometry of the model is a square and, because an evenly spaced
grid was utilised, ∆x = ∆y.
70
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Figure 5.1: Node positioning of the control volume
5.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions of the model consisted of four wall-boundary conditions. The
walls were divided into the top, bottom, left and right walls. The left and right walls
represented the hot and cold walls respectively, and the top and bottom walls were regar-
ded as being perfectly insulated. All of the walls were assumed to be adiabatic surfaces
(no heat transport over the boundary) and a no-slip condition (both the radial velocity
u(0,j) and axial velocity v(0,j) at the wall are zero) was assumed. As the calculation was
performed on equations containing the stream function, ψ, vorticity, ω, and temperature,
T, the boundary conditions are also provided in terms of these variables. The boundary
conditions are thus given by:
On left wall: T = TH = 100 ℃, ψ = 0,
∂ψ
∂y
= 0
On right wall: T = TC = 50 ℃, ψ = 0,
∂ψ
∂y
= 0
On top and bottom walls:
∂T
∂y
= 0, ψ = 0,
∂ψ
∂x
= 0
(5.3.1)
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5.4 Modelling Methodology
The methodology adopted in the analytical modelling is described in this section. The
conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum are provided, and then converted
into the governing equations containing only the stream function, vorticity and temper-
ature. The governing equations are then derived in their finite difference form. The
Boussinesq approximation for natural convection was used and more detail regarding this
approximation can be found in Appendix I. The equations for the boundary nodes are
also described in this section, where the specific boundary conditions apply.
The governing equations in terms of u, v, P and T for constants ρ, υ and cp (Oosthuizen
and Naylor, 1999) are:
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= 0 (5.4.1)
u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
= −
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ ν
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
)
(5.4.2)
u
∂v
∂x
+ v
∂v
∂y
= −
1
ρ
∂p
∂y
+ ν
(
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
)
+ βg (T − T1) (5.4.3)
u
∂T
∂x
+ v
∂T
∂y
=
(
k
ρcp
)(
∂2T
∂x2
+
∂2T
∂y2
)
(5.4.4)
The stream function, ψ, and vorticity, ω, are defined as:
u =
∂ψ
∂x
, v = −
∂ψ
∂y
(5.4.5)
ω =
(
∂v
∂x
−
∂u
∂y
)
(5.4.6)
Substituting the Equations 5.4.5 into Equation 5.4.6 gives Equation 5.4.7. This equa-
tion defines the vorticity in terms of the stream function and also satisfies the continuity
equation.
−ω =
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
)
(5.4.7)
The vorticity transport equation is derived by eliminating the pressure terms in the
two momentum equations. This is achieved by subtracting the y-derivative of the x-
momentum, Equation 5.4.2, from the x-derivative of the y-momentum, Equation 5.4.3, as
follows:
∂u
∂y
∂u
∂x
+ u
∂2u
∂y∂x
+
∂v
∂y
∂u
∂y
+ v
∂2u
∂y2
−
∂u
∂x
∂v
∂x
− u
∂2v
∂x2
−
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂y
− v
∂2v
∂x∂y
= ν
(
∂3u
∂y∂x2
+
∂3u
∂y3
−
∂3v
∂x3
−
∂3v
∂x∂y2
)
− βg
∂T
∂x
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This can be rearranged as:
u
(
∂2v
∂x2
−
∂2u
∂y∂x
)
+ v
(
∂2v
∂x∂y
−
∂2u
∂y2
)
+
∂v
∂x
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
−
∂u
∂y
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
= ν
[(
∂3v
∂x3
−
∂3u
∂y∂x2
)
+
(
∂3v
∂x∂y2
−
∂3u
∂y3
)]
+ βg
∂T
∂x
The continuity Equation 5.4.1, and Equation 5.4.6 for vorticity, are substituted into
the above equation to give:
u
∂ω
∂x
+ v
∂ω
∂y
= ν
(
∂2ω
∂x2
+
∂2ω
∂y2
)
+ βg
∂T
∂x
The stream function, Equation 5.4.5, is substituted into the above equation and results
in the so-called vorticity transport equation:
∂2ω
∂x2
+
∂2ω
∂y2
=
1
ν
(
∂ψ
∂y
∂ω
∂x
−
∂ψ
∂x
∂ω
∂y
)
−
βg
ν
∂T
∂x
(5.4.8)
The conservation of energy is expressed in terms of the stream function and becomes:
∂ψ
∂x
∂T
∂x
−
∂ψ
∂y
∂T
∂y
=
(
k
ρcp
)(
∂2T
∂x2
+
∂2T
∂y2
)
(5.4.9)
where:
α =
(
k
ρcp
)
The finite difference equations used in the computer program that was developed
are now derived from Equation 5.4.7, 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 by considering Figure 5.2. The
finite difference form of the Equation 5.4.7, relating the vorticity to the stream function,
becomes:
−ω(i,j) =
ψ(i+1,j) + ψ(i−1,j) − 2ψ(i,j)
∆x2
+
ψ(i+1,j) + ψ(i−1,j) − 2ψ(i,j)
∆y2
and can be rearranged as:
ψ(i,j) =
[(
ψ(i+1,j) + ψ(i−1,j)
∆x2
)
+
(
ψ(i,j+1) + ψ(i,j−1)
∆y2
)]
+ ω(i,j)
2
∆x2
+
2
∆y2
(5.4.10)
Finally, the finite difference form of the vorticity transport Equation, 5.4.8, becomes:
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Figure 5.2: Node positioning used for the derivation of the finite difference equations
(
ω(i+1,j) + ω(i−1,j) − 2ω(i,j)
∆x2
)
+
(
ω(i+1,j) + ω(i−1,j) − 2ω(i,j)
∆y2
)
=
1
ν
[(
ψ(i,j+1) − ψ(i,j−1)
2∆y
)(
ω(i+1,j) − ω(i−1,j)
2∆x
)
−
(
ψ(i+1,j) − ψ(i−1,j)
2∆x
)(
ω(i,j+1) − ω(i,j−1)
2∆y
)]
−
βg
ν
∂T
∂x
and can be rearranged as:
ω(i,j) =
{(
1
4∆x∆yν
)[(
ψ(i+1,j) − ψ(i−1,j)
) (
ω(i,j+1) − ω(i,j−1)
)
−
(
ψ(i,j+1) − ψ(i,j−1)
) (
ω(i+1,j) − ω(i−1,j)
)]
+
(
ω(i+1,j) + ω(i−1,j)
∆x2
)
+
(
ω(i,j+1) + ω(i,j−1)
∆y2
)
+
(
βg
ν
)(
T(i+1,j) + T(i−1,j)
2∆x
)}
/(
2
∆x2
+
2
∆y2
)
(5.4.11)
The finite difference form of the energy Equation, 5.4.9, becomes:
(
T(i+1,j) + T(i−1,j) − 2T(i,j)
∆x2
)
+
(
T(i+1,j) + T(i−1,j) − 2T(i,j)
∆y2
)
=
1
α
[(
ψ(i,j+1) − ψ(i,j−1)
2∆y
)(
T(i+1,j) − T(i−1,j)
2∆x
)
−
(
ψ(i+1,j) − ψ(i−1,j)
2∆x
)(
T(i,j+1) − T(i,j−1)
2∆y
)]
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and can be rearranged as:
T(i,j) =
{(
1
4∆x∆yα
)[(
ψ(i+1,j) − ψ(i−1,j)
) (
T(i,j+1) − T(i,j−1)
)
−
(
ψ(i,j+1) − ψ(i,j−1)
) (
T(i+1,j) − T(i−1,j)
)]
+
(
T(i+1,j) + T(i−1,j)
∆x2
)
+
(
T(i,j+1) + T(i,j−1)
∆y2
)}/(
2
∆x2
+
2
∆y2
) (5.4.12)
The finite difference Equations 5.4.10, 5.4.11 and 5.4.12 are for the internal nodes. The
following finite difference equations are derived for the nodes adjacent to the boundaries
by using the boundary conditions and a Taylor series expansion. The manner in which
the boundary condition for vorticity is determined is now explained. From the boundary
conditions
∂ψ
∂y
= 0 it is evident that
∂2ψ
∂y2
= 0 and, by substituting this condition into
Equation 5.4.7, it follows that:
ω(0,j) = −
∂2ψ
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
x=0
(5.4.13)
To ensure second-order accuracy, the node adjacent to the left wall can be represented
by the following Taylor expansion:
ψ(1,j) = ψ(0,j) +
(
∂ψ
∂x
)
(0,j)
∆x+
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
)
(0,j)
∆x2
2!
(5.4.14)
The boundary conditions are:
ψ(0,j) = 0 and
(
∂ψ
∂y
)
(0,j)
= 0
Substituting the boundary conditions into Equation 5.4.14 gives:
ψ(1,j) =
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
)
(0,j)
∆x2
2
which can be rearranged as:
(
∂2ψ
∂x2
)
(0,j)
= 2
ψ(1,j)
∆x2
The above equation can then be substituted into Equation 5.4.13 to determine the vorti-
city boundary condition for the left wall:
ω(0,j) = −2
ψ(1,j)
∆x2
(5.4.15)
The same procedure can be applied to the other three walls, resulting in the vorticity
boundary conditions for the right, top and bottom walls:
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ω(I,j) = −2
ψ(I,j)
∆x2
(5.4.16)
and
ω(i,J) = −2
ψ(i,J)
∆y2
(5.4.17)
and
ω(i,0) = −2
ψ(i,0)
∆y2
(5.4.18)
The finite difference equations for calculating the temperature on the nodes adjacent
to the insulated top and bottom walls are derived by again applying a second-order Taylor
expansion (to ensure that the same level of accuracy as in the rest of the finite element
approximations is achieved). The equations for the temperature at the top and bottom
boundaries become:
T(i,1) = T(i,0) +
(
∂T
∂y
)
(i,0)
∆y +
(
∂2T
∂y2
)
(i,0)
∆y2
2
(5.4.19)
T(i,2) = T(i,0) +
(
∂T
∂y
)
(i,0)
2∆y +
(
∂2T
∂y2
)
(i,0)
4∆y2
2
(5.4.20)
Multiplying Equation 5.4.19 by four and subtracting the result from Equation 5.4.20 gives:
(
∂T
∂y
)
(i,0)
=
−3T(i,0) + 4T(i,1) − T(i,2)
2∆y
(5.4.21)
The boundary condition is:
(
∂T
∂y
)
(i,0)
= 0
Substituting the boundary condition into Equation 5.4.21 gives:
T(i,0) =
1
3
(
4T(i,1) − T(i,2)
)
(5.4.22)
The same procedure can be applied to the top wall, resulting in the following equation:
T(i,J) =
1
3
(
4T(i,J−1) − T(i,J−2)
)
(5.4.23)
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5.5 Modelling Procedure
This section describes the modelling procedure used to develop the computer program.
The steps can be followed directly by inspecting the python code for the program given
in Appendix J.
1. The program was initialised with the following:
ψ(i,j) = 0, ω(i,j) = 0 and T(i,j) =
[
(TC − TH)
(I − 1)
]
i+ TH
The initial temperature field originated from the fact that, if there was no fluid
motion, the only form of heat transfer would be because of conduction, resulting in
a linear temperature drop from the hot left wall to the cold right wall.
2. The stream function values were calculated for all the internal nodes and the under-
relaxation factor, rψ, was applied to determine the new stream function values:
ψnew(i,j) = ψ
old
(i,j) + rψ
(
ψcalc(i,j) − ψ
old
(i,j)
)
3. The temperature values were calculated, starting with the internal nodes, and then
using them to calculate the values at the top and bottom walls. An under-relaxation
factor, rω, was applied for the internal nodes, and rωb was applied for the boundary
nodes to determine the new vorticity values:
ωnew(i,j) = ω
old
(i,j) + r
(
ωcalc(i,j) − ω
old
(i,j)
)
4. The temperature values were calculated in the same manner as the vorticity, starting
with the internal nodes and then using these values to calculate the values at the
boundaries. An under-relaxation factor, rT , was applied for the internal nodes, and
rTb was applied for the boundary nodes to determine the new temperature values:
T new(i,j) = T
old
(i,j) + r
(
T calc(i,j) − T
old
(i,j)
)
5. Steps 2 to 5 were repeated until the difference between the values calculated from the
following iterations ceased to change by a prescribed value or residual. A minimum
number of iterations was prescribed to ensure that the simulation did not show false
convergence.
6. The program exported the values obtained for stream function, ψ, vorticity, ω, and
temperature, T, to three separate files at a prescribed saving interval. The files
containing the exported data from the program were imported to a third party
software program, in this case Matlab, to develop the temperature and stream
function contour plots.
Note that it was found that different under-relaxation factors for the internal and
boundary nodes, and repeating steps 2 to 5 twice for each iteration, accelerated conver-
gence.
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5.6 Program Testing
The program was tested to ensure that it was in working order. The tests were performed
during the development of the program, as they aided in the detection of early debugging
problems and ensured that the program was indeed correct as the development of the
program continued. The following two tests were performed.
Test 1: Conduction only in cavity
Test 2: Constant cavity temperature
For the first test the square was regarded as a “flat-plate” with the properties of
air. The temperature contour plot from the conduction-only test problem is shown in
Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 illustrates a linear temperature profile, which is distinctive of
conduction through a flat plate from a high to a low temperature with the top and bottom
boundaries being perfectly insulated. The linear equation describing the temperature
profile along the plate were calculated to be
T = 2500L+ 100
where T is the temperature in the domain and L is the length of the cavity. This
equation could then be compared to an equation obtained by a linear fit of the temperature
data retrieved from the analytical results. The temperature data as well as a linear fit
together with the equation are shown in Figure 5.4. The good correlation between the
calculated equation and linear fit showed that the energy conservation calculations for the
program were indeed correct.
Test 2 modelled a cavity with a constant temperature, where the expected result should
be a zero x and y velocity throughout the cavity, as there were no temperature differences
resulting in no density differences, which are the driving force behind buoyancy-induced
flow. As mentioned previously, the program used stream function and vorticity values
rather than velocities. By inspecting Equations 5.4.5 and 5.4.6, it is evident that the
equations will result in a zero stream function and vorticity throughout the cavity. This
result was obtained, but due to the fact that the temperature contour plot illustrated only
a constant temperature, and the stream function contour plot illustrated a zero value for
the stream function, the two plots are not given.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature contour plot conduction only
Figure 5.4: Linear fit of the centreline plate temperatures for the conduction-only test
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5.7 Results
The results generated with the computer program are provided in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Both figures illustrate an isotherm and streamline contour plot. When visually compa-
ring the results from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 to the contour plots generated with CFD in
Figure 4.10, similarities are evident. The sign difference between the calculated values for
the streamlines between the CFD and analytical results are due to the way the stream
function was calculated. There are two methods one can calculate the stream function
and Fluent uses the one approach that results in positive sign whereas the self genera-
ted code calculates the stream function as a negative value. The contour plots are still
similar and one can always multiply the results from one of the approaches with -1 and
the sign will then correspond to the other. Figure 5.7 shows an x-y plot of the centreline
temperatures for both the CFD and analytical results for Ra = 104 and Ra = 105 (the
Rayleigh number is defined by Equation 4.2.5 in Chapter 4). The results are very similar
and further support the relative accuracy of the analytical solution method. The simila-
rities include the clockwise rotation of the flow, the increase in density of the isotherms
close to the walls and the basic flow orientation. The simulation for Ra = 104 had 10 ×
10 cells and that for Ra = 105 had 15 × 15 cells. No results are provided for Ra = 106,
as preliminary testing showed that this simulation would require too many cells and the
previous two simulations were already taking a long time. The expected run time for the
Ra = 106 simulation would be in the order of one week on a dual core 2.2 GHz machine,
and this is ineffective against the high simulation speed achieved by a commercial CFD
package. Even though the computer program that was developed had a low simulation
speed, it still provided an understanding of how such a problem is simulated.
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(a) Isotherms Ra = 104
(b) Streamlines Ra = 104
Figure 5.5: Isotherms (a) and streamlines (b) for Ra = 104
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(a) Isotherms Ra = 105
(b) Streamlines Ra = 105
Figure 5.6: Isotherms (a) and streamlines (b) but for Ra = 105
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(a) x-y plot of centreline temperature profiles for Ra = 104
(b) x-y plot of centreline temperature profiles for Ra = 105
Figure 5.7: Comparison between CFD and analytical centreline temperatures for Ra =
104 and Ra = 105 Note: the CFD results were obtained by using a mesh similar to that
of the model used for the analytical simulation.
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Conclusion
The Chapters 3, 4 and 5, which dealt with the three approaches used in this project,
can be viewed as a whole, each contributing to the investigation of the heat transfer and
fluid flow inside the reactor cavity of an HTR. The project is concluded by presenting the
findings and by evaluating to what extent the objectives of the project were achieved.
Design and build an experimental model simulating an HTR reactor cavity
The first approach utilised for this project was an experimental analysis and this
required the design of an experimental model. A fellow student had previously built
an experimental model (Verwey, 2010) similar to what was required for this project. A
decision needed to be made whether this experimental model could be modified to fulfil the
needs of this project or whether a suitable experimental model should be redesigned and
rebuilt. The requirements for this project’s experimental model, explained in Section 1.4,
were different and therefore the previous experimental model was only salvaged for parts
and components that could be reused. The experimental model was redesigned and
constructed using the salvaged parts and components. The objective was achieved, as an
experimental model was designed, built and used to simulate an HTR reactor cavity.
Conduct experiments and gather temperature and voltage measurements
from the experimental model
Experimental measurements were acquired from the experimental analysis. Using
these measurements an energy balance of the experimental model was performed. An
extra auxiliary experimental model was designed for the energy balance calculation. This
model was developed to check the validity of the procedure for calculating the energy
delivered to the cavity from the heating elements and to get an indication of the expected
heat losses from the experimental model. In the process, the technique for determining
the heat losses was tested and, by so doing, it was ascertained that the technique could
be readily applied to the larger experimental model. The energy balance calculations in
Section 3.4.2 indicated heat losses of 10 % for the auxiliary model and an energy balance
discrepancy of up to 21 % for the larger experimental model. The increase in energy imba-
lance in the larger experimental model could be attributed to the size difference between
the two models and the less controlled environment of the larger experimental model. The
thermal response of the experimental model was investigated in Section 3.4.3 for three
heating plate temperatures (300 ℃, 200 ℃ and 100 ℃), three heat shield operating confi-
gurations (Dry, Charged and Blocked) and two different heat shields. The temperature
measurements from the experiments using the two heat shields were similar, but heat
shield 1 was considered the best option to employ in the construction of a heat shield for
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an RCCS on account of the lower manufacturing costs. The cooling capabilities of the
heat shield could be seen from the temperature measurements taken (see Figure 3.10)
when the experiments were performed with the three operating configurations. The re-
sults were as expected, with the Charged configuration resulting in the lowest concrete
temperatures and the Blocked and Dry configurations resulting in higher concrete tempe-
ratures. The Dry configuration caused the highest temperatures. The experiments for the
Charged configuration produced concrete temperatures of below 65 ℃, which were within
the required limit but this was not the case for the Blocked configuration. This led to a
critical evaluation (Section 3.5) of the experimental model, which resulted in the discovery
of convective heat leakage through gaps in the heat shield and sides of the experimental
model that ultimately caused elevated concrete temperatures, especially for the Charged
and Blocked configurations. The objective was achieved, as the experimental model was
successfully used for the experiments and an investigation into the thermal response of
the experimetal model ensued.
Perform a CFD analysis of the experimental model
The second approach utilised for this project was a CFD analysis. The analysis
commenced with research on and simulation of previous work, which provided a good
foundation for the work to follow. The work that was researched/done included natural
convection in a square cavity with and without radiation. The results in Section 4.4.5 were
accurate (compared with those from the literature) and proved the importance of radia-
tion in natural convection-type problems. This simulation contributed to the confidence in
the ability to perform a two-dimensional steady-state simulation of the back cavity of the
experimental model. The results shown in Section 4.5.5 relating to the external concrete
temperatures of the simulation of the Dry experiments compared favourably with those
measured during the experiments. The results from the simulation of the Charged experi-
ments differed from those measured during the experiments, but the differences could be
explained by the observations from the critical evaluation performed in Section 3.5. This
showed that CFD can be a viable technique to assist experimental work. The objective
was achieved, as a CFD analysis of the experimental model was successfully performed.
Derive an analytical model and write a computer program that solves the
governing equations for buoyancy-induced flow in a 2-D square cavity
The final approach utilised for this project was an analytical analysis. For this ap-
proach a computer program was written in python, an open source language. Before
the program could be written, an analytical model had to be derived. The model was a
two-dimensional analytical finite difference model that simulated steady-state buoyancy-
induced flow in a square cavity using a central differencing scheme, and the derivation
can be found in Section 5.4. The results generated with the computer program are shown
in Section 5.7. Visual comparison of the results obtained from the computer program
with the results from the natural convection in a square cavity performed during the
CFD analysis (Section 4.4.5) indicated a fair comparison. The objective was achieved,
as an analytical model was derived and a computer program was written that solved the
governing equations for steady-state laminar buoyancy-induced flow in a two-dimensional
square cavity.
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Recommendations and Future Research
This section provides recommendations for work that may be considered in the future,
either to improve or extend the scope of the study. The chapter is divided into three
paragraphs and each paragraph addresses improvements or extensions to each of the
three approaches used in this project.
The Experimental Analysis included a section containing a critical evaluation of
the experimental model and identifying possible improvements to the experimental model.
The spacings between the heat pipes of the heat shield and between the heat shield and
the side of the experiment can be closed to create a better barrier between the heating
plate and the concrete. This would ensure a more accurate representation of an actual
reactor cavity, and the temperature measurements would be better suited to verify the
CFD simulations. The position where the the thermocouple wiring exits the experimental
model should be moved, so as not to influence the fluid flow between the heat shield
and the concrete. This should result in more accurate measurements of the concrete
temperature. A more exact temperature profile can be obtained by connecting more
thermocouples in the height of the heat shield, which in turn would result in greater
accuracy of the temperature profile input for the CFD simulations. A sensitivity analysis
can be performed on the material properties used for the energy balance calculation to
try to find an improved energy balance. The experimental model can be used as a tool
to verify the accuracy of other similar CFD simulations, or it can be modified and used
as an experimental model for similar heat transfer problems.
The CFD Analysis can be extended to a three-dimensional simulation of the ex-
perimental model. This would provide results for a comparison between two and three-
dimensional simulations. Transient behaviour can be investigated by acquiring a time-
dependent temperature profile of the heat shield and then modelling the transient tem-
perature response of the concrete. Due to the expensive nature (licensing policies of CFD
programs) of CFD, open source CFD programs can be tested by repeating the simulations
performed in this thesis. In this way, the capabilities of the software can be investigated
and perhaps an alternative open source CFD program can be used in the future.
The Analytical Analysis can be modified to model different problems with similar
conditions, e.g. natural convective flow in a plume. The computer program was written
in Python and, due to the time-consuming nature of the simulations experienced during
this project, it is suggested that other open source languages be investigated when writing
a similar computer program.
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Appendix A
Development of the Experimental
Model
This section features photos of the previous and current experimental model. These will
help to better demonstrate the development and building of the current experimental
model.
A.1 Difficulties relating to the Previous Experimental
Model
Illustrated in Figure A.1 are the calcium silicate insulation boards from the previous
experimental model (Verwey, 2010). From the cracks that are visible in this figure it is
apparent how brittle the insulation is. The cracks caused heat “leaks”, which made the
validation of the theoretical calculations using the experiments troublesome. Based on
the difficulties experienced, it is important to have a well-insulated cavity so as to avoid
excess heat losses through the walls of the cavity. The insulating material chosen was a
fibreglass mat as opposed to the previous calcium silicate slabs. The fibreglass mat could
easily be deformed and be placed in all the problematic places without cracking, creating
a well-insulated experimental model.
Figure A.1: Insulation boards of the previous experimental model
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A.2 Construction of the Experimental Model
Figure A.2 shows the completed experimental model developed for this project, while
Figure A.3 illustrates the four stages in the construction of the model. Figure A.3a
shows the standalone frame, together with the concrete and heating plate. The heat shield
and incomplete insulation (as the fibreglass mat has not yet been applied) are shown in
Figure A.3b. Figure A.3c shows the insulation when completed. Figure A.3d illustrates
how the frame is kept square and how strength is increased by placing a cross beam
between the two sides. Figure A.4 illustrates different components of the experimental
model. Figure A.4a and A.4b show the two different heat shields, and it is apparent from
the figure that the fins for heat shield 1 were welded onto each side in the middle of the
heat pipe, whereas the fin for heat shield 2 was welded onto the side. Figure A.4c shows
the insulation (constructed in the form of doors) and how it can be removed to make the
cavity easily accessible. Figure A.4d presents the insulation for the heating elements (the
element wiring coming from the heating elements can be seen, not the elements). This
insulation was put into place to ensure minimal heat losses from the back of the heating
elements into the environment. Finally, Figure A.4e presents two components that assist
with the insulating doors. The first is a bracket (this bracket was both at the top and
bottom) that keeps the insulation in place, and the second is extra support on which the
insulating doors could be slid outwards to make them easier to remove.
Figure A.2: Experimental model showing the rectangular cavity enclosure
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.3: Experimental model (development phase)
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(a) Heat shield 1 (b) Heat shield 2
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure A.4: Components of the experimental model
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A.3 Improvements
After completing the experimental model, two possible improvements were identified. One
was the switching panel and the other was the tanks on the heat shield that served as a
manifold for the water that flowed through the heat pipes of the heat shield to and from
the 2 000 litre cold water storage tank. These improvements can be seen in Figure A.5
and A.6.
A.3.1 Switching Panel
Because of the large number of thermocouples and temperature measurements that had
to be taken, a switching panel had to be developed. This was necessary as all the meas-
urements could not be taken at once because of the lack of data logger cards and data
loggers. The initial attempt at such a switching panel can be viewed in Figure A.5a.
The problem with this switching panel was that each data logger input wire had to be
manually removed with a screwdriver from the strip connector and moved to the correct
thermocouple, which was very time consuming. To speed up the measuring process, a dif-
ferent strip connector was used. This strip connector had a male and female part, which
could be connected easily by inserting the male into the female. Moving the data logger
input wires to the thermocouples on the switching panel was simplified, and by positio-
ning the thermocouples strategically on the switching panel and having a set of the data
logger input wires, a measuring sequence was developed that decreased the measuring
time considerably. The improved switching panel can be viewed in Figure A.5b.
(a) Initial switching panel (b) Improved switching panel
Figure A.5: Different switching panels developed during the experiments
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A.3.2 Heat Shield Tank
Figure A.6 illustrates two heat shield tanks and the difference between them. As men-
tioned in Section 3.3.1, there are three operating configurations for the experimental model
(Dry, Blocked and Charged). It was time consuming to convert to the Blocked configura-
tion, as the central heat pipe had to be blocked. In order to do this, all of the bolts had
to be loosened and the tank removed before the central heat pipe could be blocked. The
tank from heat shield 1 is presented in Figure A.6a. The improved tank from heat shield 2
can be viewed in Figure A.6b, where the two plugs can be seen. This ensured that the
conversion to the blocked operating configuration went faster, as the plug could easily be
removed and the central heat pipe blocked. Another improvement on the tanks was the
removal of the need for a gasket ; this was accomplished by welding the tank directly onto
the header of the heat shield, removing the possibility of leaks.
(a) Tank from heat shield 1
(b) Tank from heat shield 2
Figure A.6: Different heat shield tanks developed during the experiments
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Materials for Experimental Model
The following table, Table B.1, gives the cost (in 2010) of the various components consti-
tuting the experimental model, listing the materials that had to be obtained for the
construction of the experimental model.
Table B.1: Cost estimate
Material Info Quantity Price
Mild steel plate (2450 × 1225 × 1.2 mm) 4 R 1 299.00
Stainless steel plate (2500 × 1250 × 1.2 mm) 4 R 2 873.00
Seamless steam pipe (6000 mm × 25 mm × SCH40 ) 2 R 634.00
Nipple (1 inch) 2 R 12.00
Fibreglass mat (20 m2) 2 R 3 255.00
End cap (1 inch) 4 R 14.87
90° Elbow (1 ¼ inch) 2 R 37.16
Flat bar [Frame] (1000 × 25 × 5 mm) 4 R 45.46
Flat bar [Fin 1] (2000 × 21 × 4.5 mm) 6 R 148.00
Flat bar [Fin 2] (2000 × 21 × 4.5 mm) 3 R 255.00
Angle iron (1000 × 25 × 25 × 5 mm) 4 R 80.03
Test caps (1 ¼ inch) 2 R 10.83
Bolts + nuts (M10 × 40 mm countersink) 10 R 27.59
Bolts + nuts (M10 × 40 mm) 25 R 47.03
Flat washer (M10) 50 R 10.26
Bolts (M8 × 20mm) 80 R 48.34
Bolts + nuts (M6 × 75mm) 10 R 11.06
Flat washer (M6) 20 R 1.37
Header plate (250 × 100 × 12 mm) 4 R 456.00
Tank 4 R 513.00
Gasket material (250 × 100 × 12 mm) 6 R 94.05
Silicon 6 R 132.96
Strip connectors 6 R 132.96
TOTAL R 10 006.06
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Appendix C
Safety Considerations
The experimental model was fitted with three 2 KW heating elements that were connected
to 220 V power. The three heating elements were used as an energy input and tempe-
ratures of up to 300 ℃ could be reached. Also necessary for the experiment was the
use of an electric pump to create the required flow rate of water from the tank through
the heat shield and piping. Table C.1 provides the main safety hazards and the safety
operations that were put into place to ensure the safety of the operator. This is followed
by Figure C.1, which depicts the procedure to safely operate the experimental model.
Table C.1: Main safety hazards
Equipment Hazard Protection from hazard
Heating ele-
ments
Burning The entire experimental model was insulated
and the work station was placed far from the
heating elements.
Start of fire A fire extinguisher was nearby and the water
from the tank could be used to extinguish a fire
by pumping the water through the heat shield
and capturing it with a bucket at the outlet.
Electrical shock Wires were insulated and the model was
earthed. Heating element wires from the pri-
mary control box were enclosed in a wire path-
way system on the ground.
Electrical
pump
Electrical Shock All 220 V electrical conductors were insulated
and placed above floor level to prevent contact
with water, should a leak occur.
Trip over wires A warning sign was put up.
Heat shield,
piping and
the water
tank
Slipping Pipe connections were inspected for leaks, heat
shields were pressure tested and a warning sign
was put up.
Measuring
equipment
Electrical shock
and trip over
wires
The same as for the electrical pump.
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The following steps provide a safe start-up procedure (Steps 1 - 4). To safely shut
down the experimental model, the steps have to be reversed (Steps 4 - 1). The steps are
illustrated visually with the help of Figure C.1. The solid arrows indicate the start-up
procedure, while the dashed arrows indicate the shut-down procedure.
1. Switch on the 350 A primary main power circuit breaker at the main switchboard.
2. Switch on the secondary main power circuit breaker.
3. Switch on the main power circuit breaker inside of the primary control box. Turn on
the red switch on the outside of the primary control box (a green light will indicate
that the power is turned on).
4. Switch on each heating element switch individually inside of the secondary control
box.
Figure C.1: Depiction of the start-up and shut-down procedure
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Appendix D
Testing of Measuring Equipment
To ensure that the experimental measurements were as accurate as possible, the meas-
uring equipment had to be tested and calibrated. This needed to be done in order to see
if all of the equipment was in working order and to find possible errors in the equipment.
Thermocouples have certain standards and from these standards it is known that ther-
mocouples have some measuring tolerance. These tolerances cause small measuring errors
and contribute to the uncertainty of the experimental measurements. The tolerances for
type T thermocouples are between ±0.5 ℃ to ±1.0 ℃. As a result the measurements
may be slightly different than those provided in the report and this could lead to dif-
ferent energy balances and the comparison between CFD and experimental results could
be influenced. However, even if the maximum temperature tolerances were assumed, the
measured results would still be in good agreement for the Charged simulations and in-
accurate for the Blocked simulations. To perform a large number of measurements (122
for the experiment with heat shield 1 and 104 with heat shield 2), the thermocouples
were connected to a data logger, which was responsible for logging the temperature meas-
urements. Each thermocouple was connected to a different channel and these channels
had to be calibrated due to the possibility of errors occurring in the channels. Figure D.1
illustrates the two tests that were performed to calibrate the measuring equipment.
(a) Test A (b) Test B
Figure D.1: Testing of measuring equipment
For Test A, the thermocouples were inserted into an oil bath with specified tempe-
ratures to calibrate the data logger channels and, for Test B, they were inserted into an
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ice bowl to determine the zero error. Before the calibration commenced, each thermo-
couple was connected to the data logger and tested to determine whether an acceptable
temperature was measured. This helped indicate if there were any faulty thermocouples.
For the calibration, a reference temperature measurement was required and a platinum
resistance thermocouple (PRT) was utilised for measuring this temperature.
Figure D.2 illustrates the actual test setup with the equipment used to perform the
oil bath test. Two data logger cards were available, meaning a total of 40 channels had to
be calibrated, and these were done accordingly. Firstly, a PRT was inserted into the oil
bath and then connected to a multimeter. The temperature of the oil bath was varied by
turning the variable voltage transformer. The temperature was then measured with the
PRT by converting the resistance reading from the multimeter to a temperature with the
calibration tables. A decision to calibrate the channels over five different temperatures
was made, covering a large range of the measurements that would be measured during the
experiments. To ensure a uniform temperature inside of the oil bath, a mixer was used.
The speed of the mixer could be controlled with the mixer speed control box. To calibrate
the data logger channels, one end of the thermocouples was connected to the data logger
cards, which were inserted into the data logger, and the other end was inserted into the
oil bath. The data logger cards were then inserted into the Agilent data logger and, at
the five chosen temperatures, the temperature readout was recorded every three seconds
for one minute. Table D.1 provides the results from the test. The temperature differences
in the table indicate that the temperatures measured with card 1 needed to be adapted,
whereas the measurements taken with card 2 were fairly accurate.
Figure D.2: Actual test setup (oil bath test)
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Table D.1: Average temperature difference (oil bath test)
PRT Temp 20 °C 40 °C 60 °C 80 °C 100 °C
Card 1 2.35 °C 2.59 °C 2.6 °C 2.69 °C 2.61 °C
Card 2 -0.4 °C -0.03 °C 0.34°C 0.26 °C 0.53 °C
The test setup and equipment used to perform the zero error test were the same as
those of the oil bath test, except that the oil bath was replaced with a bowl of ice water.
Three readings were measured for temperatures near 0 ℃ and the results are presented
in Table D.2. Again, it is evident that the measurements from card 1 will have to be
adapted.
Table D.2: Average temperature difference (zero error test)
PRT Temp 0.57 °C 1.44 °C 2.44 °C
Card 1 2.16 °C 2.45 °C 2.92 °C
Card 2 0.31 °C 0.5 °C 0.1°C
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Appendix E
Temperature Data from Experiment
For the CFD analysis, only temperature data from experiments performed with heat
shield 1 were used. This was done because of the similarities between the heat shield
temperature profiles, which can be viewed in Figure E.1a. The similarities between the
Avg T HS temperatures between the two heat shields can also be seen for all the operating
temperatures and operating configurations in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Because the CFD
analysis depended on axisymmetry only, the temperature data from the Dry and Wet
configurations was used, as it was a 2-D simulation of the experimental model.
E.1 Heat Shield Temperature Data
The temperature plots illustrated in Figure E.1 and E.2 show the average temperatures
measured on the back of the heat shield at three different heights. The plots were fitted
to a linear and second-order polynomial function, which was used to create temperature
profiles of the heat shield for the CFD analysis.
E.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation
For the CFD simulation, the heat transfer coefficient on the external surfaces had to
be determined. This was required as the heat lost due to convection from the external
surfaces was also simulated during the CFD analysis. The results of the calculation for the
top, bottom and sides of the experiments for the two different operating configurations
are provided in Table E.1. For the calculation, the following steps were followed:
1. Retrieve the properties of air at the average film temperature Tf = (Ts + T∞) /2.
2. Determine the Rayleigh number and find out whether the flow is laminar or turbulent
by using Equation E.2.1:
RaL =
gβ(Ts − T∞)Lc
ν2
(E.2.1)
3. Determine the Nusselt number by using equations from Figure E.3, depending on the
calculated value of RaL.
4. Determine the heat transfer coefficient using Equation E.2.2:
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(a) Heating plate temperature of 300 ℃
(b) Heating plate temperature of 200 ℃
(c) Heating plate temperature of 100 ℃
Figure E.1: Temperature profiles of the back of the heat shield with a Dry configuration
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(a) Heating plate temperature of 300 ℃
(b) Heating plate temperature of 200 ℃
(c) Heating plate temperature of 100 ℃
Figure E.2: Temperature profiles of the back of the heat shield with a Charged configu-
ration
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h = Nu
k
Lc
(E.2.2)
Figure E.3: Table for the calculation of the Nusselt number (Çengel, 2006)
The calculated heat transfer coefficients in Table E.1 show a decrease as the heating
plate temperature decreases. This can be explained by a decrease in surface temperature
caused by a lower heating plate temperature, which resulted in a lower heat transfer
coefficient.
Table E.1: Calculated heat transfer coefficients for different heating plate temperatures
Configuration Dry Wet
Temperature (℃) 300 200 100 300 200 100
Top 6.02 5.49 4.47 5.63 5.18 4.54
Bottom 2.17 2.00 1.82 2.20 2.15 2.06
Sides 4.32 3.73 2.79 3.74 3.62 2.73
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Calculations for CFD Analysis
F.1 Natural Convection
As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, the approach followed for the 2-D simulation of the experi-
mental model was a steady state calculation assuming a Boussinesq approximation. This
required that β(TH − TC) << 1. The results for the two heat shield configurations and
three different heating plate temperatures are given in Table F.1. The results indicate
that this approach could be followed for the 2-D simulation of the experimental model,
as the calculated values are less than 1 (β(TH − TC) << 1). It can also be seen from the
results that β(TH − TC) is larger for the Dry experiments than for the Charged experi-
ments, and this was a result of the larger temperature difference between the heat shield
TH and the concrete TC .
Table F.1: β(TH − TC) << 1 for different heating plate temperatures
Configuration Dry Wet
Temperature (℃) 300 200 100 300 200 100
β(TH − TC) << 1 0.062 0.034 0.024 0.013 0.002 0.003
F.2 Turbulence
As mentioned in Section 4.2.4, Fluent has a number of turbulence models that can be
used to simulate turbulence. Before an appropriate turbulence model could be selected,
it was necessary to determine whether the simulation would indeed require the modelling
of turbulence. The need for a turbulence model is determined by calculating the Rayleigh
number, with Equation 4.2.5, and then comparing it with the ranges for laminar and
turbulent flow. Flow is laminar when the Rayleigh number is below 108 and turbulent
when the Rayleigh number is between 108 < Ra < 1010. From the results in Table F.2, it
is apparent that the flow is turbulent and that a turbulent model will be required for the
2-D simulation of the experimental model.
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Table F.2: Rayleigh number calculation for different heating plate temperatures
Temperature (℃) 300 200 100
Dry 5.02 × 108 6.09 × 108 7.83 × 108
Wet 7.50 × 108 7.83 × 108 8.19 × 108
F.3 Radiation
To ensure the correct calculation of radiation, calculated view factor values from basic heat
transfer formulas were compared to those obtained by Fluent. Figure 4.12 illustrates the
cavity between the heat shield and concrete that was modelled with CFD. The dimensions
from the figure, together with the equations in Figure F.1, were used for the view factor
calculations. Table F.3 shows the calculated view factors versus those retrieved from
Fluent. The table illustrates the view factors from the side on the left to the side at the
top, for example from heat shield to heat shield the view factor will be zero. From the
table it is evident that the values calculated by Fluent corresponded with the tabulated
values and that the same formulas were used.
Table F.3: View factor values
Fluent
Side Heat shield Top Concrete Bottom
Heat shield 0.0000 0.4764 0.9097 0.4764
Top 0.0451 0.0000 0.0451 0.0473
Concrete 0.9097 0.4764 0.0000 0.4764
Bottom 0.0451 0.0473 0.0451 0.0000
Calculated
Side Heat shield Top Concrete Bottom
Heat shield 0.0000 0.4764 0.9097 0.4764
Top 0.0451 0.0000 0.0451 0.0473
Concrete 0.9097 0.4764 0.0000 0.4764
Bottom 0.0451 0.0473 0.0451 0.0000
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Figure F.1: View factor calculation table (Çengel, 2006)
F.4 User-Defined Function
This section discusses the user-defined function (UDF) created for simulation purposes.
For the 2-D simulation of the experimental model it was necessary to replicate the tem-
perature profile of the heat shield measured during the experiments. Also required was an
investigation of the varying thermal conductivity of concrete, which was included in the
UDF. Both functions are listed in the code presented below. The temperature profile is
linear and the thermal conductivity of the concrete is a second-order polynomial function
(Equation G.2.2). This UDF was used for the simulation of the experiment for a heating
plate temperature of 300 ℃ and a Dry heat shield configuration.
#inc lude "udf . h"
DEFINE_PROFILE( temp_profileHS , t , i )
{
r e a l x [ND_ND] ; /∗ t h i s w i l l hold the po s i t i o n vec to r ∗/
r e a l y ;
face_t f ;
begin_f_loop ( f , t )
{
F_CENTROID(x , f , t ) ;
y = x [ 1 ] ;
F_PROFILE( f , t , i ) = 367.99 + 18.72∗y ;
}
end_f_loop ( f , t )
}
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DEFINE_PROPERTY( ce l l_conduct iv i tyConc , c e l l , thread )
{
r e a l k_conc ;
r e a l T = C_T( c e l l , thread ) ;
i f (T > 413)
p r i n t f (" temperature has exceeded maximum range ") ;
i f (T < 288)
p r i n t f (" temperature has exceeded minimum range ") ;
k_conc = 2 .0 − 0 . 2 4∗ ( (T − 273 .15 ) /120 .0 )
+ 0 .012∗ (pow ( ( (T − 273 .15 ) /120 .0 ) , 2 . 0 ) ) ;
r e turn k_conc ;
}
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Material Properties
This section provides all the necessary material properties, for gas (air) and solid materials
(concrete, mild steel, stainless steel and Filomat insulation), that were required for the
CFD analysis.
G.1 Thermal Properties of Air
Table G.1 provides the thermal properties of air at 1 atmosphere pressure, in other words
air as an ideal gas (Çengel, 2006). As a result, the built-in function in Fluent that enables
a person to simulate air as an ideal gas was used to investigate the variable properties
of air. The outcome of the investigation into the effect of variable material properties on
the CFD simulation showed that there were no significant effects on the external concrete
temperatures when using variable material properties as opposed to using properties at
an average temperature between the heat shield and concrete.
Table G.1: Thermal properties of air at 1 atm pressure
Temp Temp ρ cp k µ ν Pr
(°C) (K) (kg/m3) (J/kgK) (W/mK) (kg/ms) (m2/s)
0 273 1.29 1.006 × 103 0.024 1.73 × 10−5 1.34 × 10−5 0.74
20 293 1.20 1.007 × 103 0.025 1.75 × 10−5 1.38 × 10−5 0.73
40 313 1.13 1.007 × 103 0.027 1.78 × 10−5 1.43 × 10−5 0.73
60 333 1.06 1.007 × 103 0.028 1.80 × 10−5 1.47 × 10−5 0.72
80 353 0.99 1.008 × 103 0.030 1.83 × 10−5 1.52 × 10−5 0.72
100 373 0.95 1.008 × 103 0.031 1.85 × 10−5 1.56 × 10−5 0.71
120 393 0.89 1.011 × 103 0.032 1.87 × 10−5 1.61 × 10−5 0.71
140 413 0.85 1.013 × 103 0.034 1.90 × 10−5 1.66 × 10−5 0.70
160 433 0.81 1.016 × 103 0.035 1.92 × 10−5 1.70 × 10−5 0.70
180 453 0.78 1.019 × 103 0.037 1.94 × 10−5 1.75 × 10−5 0.70
200 473 0.75 1.023 × 103 0.038 1.96 × 10−5 1.80 × 10−5 0.70
250 523 0.67 1.033 × 103 0.041 2.01 × 10−5 1.90 × 10−5 0.69
300 573 0.62 1.044 × 103 0.041 2.05 × 10−5 2.00 × 10−5 0.69
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G.2 Thermal Properties of Concrete
Concrete was used as a construction material and was composed of cement, water and
stone aggregate. When these components are mixed, the cement will hydrate and harden
to a stone-like material (Narang, 2005). One of the applications of concrete in an HTR
is as material used for the building of the confinement structure, and it is necessary
that the concrete does not reach temperatures above 65 ℃ for long periods. Concrete,
when present in an environment of elevated temperatures, starts to dehydrate and cracks
develop. This is dangerous in the case of a confinement structure for a nuclear reactor.
The four properties of concrete necessary to perform the CFD analysis were the density,
thermal conductivity, specific heat and emissivity. The density was taken as 2 200 kg/m3
and the emissivity as 0.94. The 2-D simulation of the experimental model was performed
with both a constant and variable thermal conductivity and specific heat. The constant
properties were determined at an average temperature of the internal and external surface
temperatures of the concrete measured during the experiments by using the two general
equations below, while the equations were used for a polynomial approximation in a UDF,
as provided in Section F.4 for the case of variable material properties. The outcome of the
investigation into the effect of the two variable material properties on the CFD simulation
showed that there was no significant effect on the external concrete temperatures when
using variable material properties. The assumption of a constant density, and the two
general Equations G.2.2 and G.2.3 for the thermal conductivity and specific heat, were
found in Narang (2005), and the emissivity value was obtained from Omega Engineering
(2012).
Thermal conductivity
kconc = 2.0− 0.24
(
Tconc
120
)
+ 0.012
(
Tconc
120
)2
(G.2.1)
with:
kconc = thermal conductivity of concrete (W/mK)
Tconc = temperature of concrete (℃)
Specific heat
cp−conc = 900 + 80
(
Tconc
120
)
− 4
(
Tconc
120
)2
(G.2.2)
with:
cp−conc = specific heat of concrete (J/kgK)
Tconc = temperature of concrete (℃)
G.3 Thermal Properties of Metals
Two metals were used for the experiment: mild steel for the heat shield and outside layer
enclosing the insulation, and stainless steel for the inside layer enclosing the insulation
because of the material’s low emissivity value. Table G.2 provides the properties of the
metals used during the CFD analysis. The outside layer of the mild steel plate that helped
form the enclosure for the insulation was painted black and the emissivity value was taken
as 0.95. The thermal properties of the two metals were retrieved from Çengel (2006) and
the emissivity values from HOLAN Engineering (2012) and Omega Engineering (2012).
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Table G.2: Thermal properties of mild steel and stainless steel
Material Symbol Mild Steel Stainless Steel Units
Density ρ 7854 8055 kg/m3
Specific heat cp 430. - 1170.0 480.0 - 610.0 J/kgK
Thermal conductivity k 30.0 - 60.0 15.0 - 26.0 W/mK
Emissivity ε 0.8 0.1 - 0.2 -
G.4 Thermal Properties of Insulation
The insulation used for the experiments was a Filomat insulation, which can be described
as a woven fibreglass mat. The Filomat insulation properties were retrieved from the data
sheet provided by the manufacturer (Tech-Tex, 2012). The density was 167 kg/m3, the
thermal conductivity was 0.038 W/mK and, because it is a type of glass fibre, the specific
heat of glass fibre was used, namely 0.96 kJ/kgK (Çengel, 2006).
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Control Parameters and Particulars of
CFD Modelling
This section will briefly show the control parameters and particulars that were set for
the CFD simulations. This will enable duplication of the simulations in future work and
studies. The words in bold and between apostrophes specifically refer to parameters and
particulars that can be set in Fluent, the CFD program used for the CFD analysis.
H.1 Control Parameters and Particulars for the
Simulation of Natural Convection in a Square
Cavity
The models created in GAMBIT were imported into the double precision version of Fluent
(i.e., "2ddp") where the control parameters were specified. The simulation setup was as
follows:
• Default solver settings.
• Define the operating conditions as 101 325 Pascal for the "Operating Pressure",
enable "Gravity" as -9.81 m/s2 in the Y direction and specify the average temper-
ature between the two vertical walls as the "Operating Temperature" for the
"Boussinesq Parameters".
• Define the material properties for air at the average temperature between the two
vertical walls and use the Boussinesq approximation for the density of the air inside
the square cavity.
• Set the boundary conditions accordingly:
- Constant temperature for the two vertical walls.
- Zero heat flux for the two horizontal walls.
• Solver controls set accordingly:
- Discretisation method set to "PRESTO!" for continuity and all the other equa-
tions set to "Second Order Upwind".
- "Pressure-velocity coupling" set to "SIMPLE".
- Use default relaxation factors.
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• Initialise the solution by entering the average temperature between the two vertical
walls for the initial temperature.
• Monitor the convergence levels for the residuals of all the equations set to 1 × 10−6,
enable "Plot" and set the number of iterations to 1 000.
With the parameters specified, the simulation was run until the solution converged.
This happened between 1 000 to 2 000 iterations and the simulation took about five
minutes to reach convergence.
• For post-processing, the results were evaluated by displaying the contours of velocity,
temperature and stream function, and average Nusselt numbers also were retrieved,
which were compared to those found in the literature.
H.2 Control Parameters and Particulars for the 2-D
Simulation of the Experimental Model
Only the parameters that are different from the parameters in Section H.1 are mentioned,
to prevent repetition. The models created in GAMBIT were imported into the double
precision version of Fluent (i.e., "2ddp"), where the control parameters were specified.
• Define the different models used during the simulation.
- "Realisable k-epsilon viscous/turbulence" model, with "Enhanced Wall
Treatment", "Thermal Effects" and "Full Buoyancy Effects".
- "Surface to surface radiation" model with default "Iteration Parameters"
and remember to set the surfaces to “Nonblocking” .
• Define the material properties of air and concrete at the average temperatures re-
trieved from the experimental data and use the Boussinesq approximation for the
density of the air inside of the cavity.
• Set the boundary conditions accordingly:
- A UDF temperature profile was created for the vertical wall representing the heat
shield.
- Starting with a zero heat flux for the two horizontal walls and finishing by modelling
the insulation.
- A coupled thermal boundary for the vertical wall representing the outside concrete,
with a specified heat transfer coefficient, emissivity and free stream temperature.
With the parameters specified, the simulation was run until the solution converged.
This happened between 5 000 to 10 000 iterations and the simulation took about 30
minutes to reach convergence.
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Boussinesq Approximation
The Boussinesq approximation is used in the field of natural convection or buoyancy-
driven flow and was named after the French scientist Joseph Valentin Boussinesq. The
approximation states that the density differences, ∆ρ = ρ1 − ρ2, between two different
points are small enough and can be neglected in the conservation of mass and energy,
but not in the gravity term in the conservation of momentum equation, where the mass
is multiplied by the acceleration due to gravity, g. This means that the difference bet-
ween the fluid’s inertia at two different points is negligible but, due to the strength of
the gravitational acceleration, the specific weight of the fluid at the two points will be
significantly different. The density gradient is the driving force behind the flow and it is
introduced into the conservation of momentum by Equation I.0.1. This equation is true
when the pressure is constant (Verwey, 2010).
ρbousq = ρref (1 + β (T − Tref )) (I.0.1)
The Boussinesq approximation simplifies the modelling of buoyancy-driven flow without
any loss of accuracy. By using this approximation, certain assumptions can usually be
made, which are summarised briefly:
1. Hydrostatic pressure is assumed for calculating the pressure P = Patm + ρrefgh in
the system and the pressure remains constant.
2. Density is kept constant and only modified in the conservation of momentum ac-
cording to Equation I.0.1. The change in density enters the conservation of y mo-
mentum as a mass, mbousq = ρbousq × V olume.
3. The fluid is assumed to be an ideal gas, and thus β = 1
T
.
The Boussinesq assumption is better explained through a force balance performed on a
typical control volume. It will be shown that the force exerted on the control volume due
to the pressure and gravity can be combined because of the approximation. The pressure
and mass in the gravity term are defined below. The combination of the pressure and
gravity will be shown by referring to Figure I.1.
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Figure I.1: Control volume illustrating forces in the Y direction due to pressure and
gravity
PN(i,j) = ρrefg
(
H(i,j) −∆y/2
)
+ Pref
PS(i,j) = ρrefg
(
H(i,j) +∆y/2
)
+ Pref
mbousq = ρbousq∆x∆y∆z
= ρref
(
1 + β
(
T(i,j) − Tref
))
∆x∆y∆z
∑
FPg = PN(i,j)AN(i,j) − PS(i,j)AS(i,j) +mbousq(i,j)g
=
(
ρrefg
(
H(i,j) −∆y/2
)
+ PREF
)
∆x∆z −
((
ρrefg
(
H(i,j) +∆y/2
)
+ PREF
)
∆x∆z
)
+
(
ρref
(
1 + β
(
T(i,j) − Tref
))
∆x∆y∆zg
)
= −ρref∆x∆y∆zg +
(
ρref
(
1 + β
(
T(i,j) − Tref
))
∆x∆y∆zg
)
= ρrefβ
(
T(i,j) − Tref
)
V ol(i,j)g (I.0.2)
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Appendix J
Analytical Model
This section provides the Python code of the computer program that analytically model-
led the laminar buoyancy-induced flow in the two-dimensional square cavity. The code
responsible for the saving and plotting of the data is left out as it will make the report
too long. The code shows the different steps of the modelling procedure described in
Section 5.5.
#David−John van der Merwe
#2D CFD program s imu la t ing Natural Convection in a square cav i ty
### PACKAGES ###
import numpy as np
import s c ipy . i o
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
from decimal import Decimal
### PARAMETERS ###
M = 20 # Number o f c e l l s in horz d i r e c t i o n
N = 20 # Number o f c e l l s in ve r t d i r e c t i o n
Count = 5000 # Number o f i t e r a t i o n s
CountMin = 1000 # Number o f i t e r a t i o n s be f o r e check ing r e s i d u a l s
a lphaps i = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 1 ’ ) # Under r e l ax f a c t o r f o r p s i
alphaT = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 1 ’ ) # Under r e l a x f a c t o r f o r T
alphaTb = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 2 ’ ) # Under r e l a x f a c t o r f o r T boundary
alphaohm = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 1 ’ ) # Under r e l a x f a c t o r ohm
alphaohmb = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 1 5 ’ ) # Under r e l ax f a c t o r ohm boundary
L = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 2 ’ ) # Lenght o f the Square
Lenght = 0.02
H = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 2 ’ ) # Height o f the Square
Height = 0.02
g = Decimal ( ’ 9 . 8 1 ’ ) # Gravity
Res_Lim_T = 1e−4 # Temperature r e s i d u a l
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conv_T = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Convergence Temperature
### FILES THAT ARE CREATED ###
Create a l l the f i l e s i n to which the data w i l l be saved
### AIR PROPERTIES ###
#Hot Wall = 373 K (100C)
H_Temp = Decimal ( ’ 1 0 0 . 0 ’ )
#Cold Wall = 373 K (50C)
C_Temp = Decimal ( ’ 5 0 . 0 ’ )
#Ref Temp/T avg = 348 K (75C)
T_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 7 5 . 0 ’ )
rho_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 1 37 ’ )
Cp_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 1 0 07 . 5 ’ )
k_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 2917 ’ )
mu_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 74 e−5 ’)
nu_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 5 e−5 ’)
Pr_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 0 . 7 1655 ’ )
alp_Ref = k_Ref/( rho_Ref∗Cp_Ref)
beta_Ref = Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) /(T_Ref + Decimal ( ’ 2 7 3 . 1 5 ’ ) )
Ra = g∗beta_Ref ∗(H_Temp − C_Temp) ∗L∗L∗L∗Pr_Ref /(nu_Ref∗nu_Ref )
###################
### PROGRAM ###
### Al l matr i ce s and va r i a b l e s ###
i t = np . z e r o s ( ( Count+1) , Decimal )
x = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # x coo rd ina t e s o f CV’ s
y = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # y coo rd ina t e s o f CV’ s
T = np . ones ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Old temp o f CV’ s
T_calc = np . ones ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Calc temp o f CV’ s
T_old = np . ones ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # New temp o f CV’ s
p s i = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Old stream func o f CV’ s
ps i_ca l c = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal )# Calc stream func o f CV’ s
ohm = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Old vort o f CV’ s
ohm_calc = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Calc vort o f CV’ s
res_T = np . z e r o s ( (N+1,M+1) , Decimal ) # Temp r e s i d u a l
### Di f f e r e n t ranges f o r a l l the for−l oops ###
i t = xrange ( 1 , ( Count+1) )
I_M = xrange (1 ,M)
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J_N = xrange (1 ,N)
MP1 = xrange ( 0 , (M+1) )
NP1 = xrange ( 0 , (N+1) )
Rep = xrange (0 , 2 )
### x and y coo rd ina t e s o f CV ###
dx = H/M
dy = L/N
dz = Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ )
dxsq = dx∗dx
dysq = dy∗dy
dxdy = dx∗dy
f r a c = Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) / ( ( Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 ’ ) /dxsq ) + ( Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 ’ ) /
dysq ) )
###################
### STEP 1 ###
### I n i t i a l Condit ions ###
fo r i in MP1:
f o r j in NP1 :
T[ j , i ] = ( (C_Temp − H_Temp) /M) ∗ i + H_Temp
### Boundary Condit ions ###
fo r j in NP1 :
T[ j , 0 ] = H_Temp # Lef t Wall Temperature
T[ j ,M] = C_Temp # Right Wall Temperature
T_old [ : , : ] = T [ : , : ]
### Star t o f the Time loop ###
fo r c in i t :
### STEP 2 ###
### Calcu la t i on o f Stream func t i on ###
fo r a in Rep :
f o r i in I_M:
f o r j in J_N:
a1 = ( p s i [ j , ( i +1) ] + ps i [ j , ( i −1) ] ) /dxsq
b1 = ( p s i [ ( j +1) , i ] + p s i [ ( j−1) , i ] ) /dysq
ps i_ca l c [ j , i ] = f r a c ∗ ( ( a1 + b1 ) + ohm[ j , i ] )
p s i [ j , i ] = p s i [ j , i ] + a lphaps i ∗( ps i_ca l c [ j , i ] −
p s i [ j , i ] )
### STEP 3 ###
### Calcu la t i on o f Vo r t i c i t y ( I n t e r na l nodes ) ###
fo r a in Rep :
f o r i in I_M:
f o r j in J_N:
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f r a ca3 = ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) /( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) ∗dxdy∗
nu_Ref ) )
a3 = ( ( p s i [ j , ( i +1) ] − p s i [ j , ( i −1) ] ) ∗(ohm [ ( j +1) , i
] − ohm [ ( j−1) , i ] ) ) − ( ( p s i [ ( j +1) , i ] − p s i [ ( j
−1) , i ] ) ∗(ohm[ j , ( i +1) ] − ohm[ j , ( i −1) ] ) )
b3 = (ohm[ j , ( i +1) ] + ohm[ j , ( i −1) ] ) /dxsq + (ohm [ (
j +1) , i ] + ohm [ ( j−1) , i ] ) /dysq
c3 = ( g∗beta_Ref/nu_Ref ) ∗ ( (T[ j , ( i +1) ] − T[ j , ( i
−1) ] ) /( Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 ’ ) ∗dx ) )
ohm_calc [ j , i ] = f r a c ∗ ( ( f r a ca3 ∗a3 ) + b3 + c3 )
ohm[ j , i ] = ohm[ j , i ] + alphaohm ∗( ohm_calc [ j , i ] −
ohm[ j , i ] )
### Calcu la t i on o f Vo r t i c i t y (Boundary nodes ) ###
fo r j in NP1 :
ohm_calc [ j , 0 ] = ( Decimal ( ’−2.0 ’ ) ) ∗ p s i [ j , 1 ] / dxsq
ohm[ j , 0 ] = ohm[ j , 0 ] + alphaohmb ∗( ohm_calc [ j , 0 ] −
ohm[ j , 0 ] )
ohm_calc [ j ,M] = ( Decimal ( ’−2.0 ’ ) ) ∗ p s i [ j , (M−1) ] / dxsq
ohm[ j ,M] = ohm[ j ,M] + alphaohmb ∗( ohm_calc [ j ,M] −
ohm[ j ,M] )
f o r i in MP1:
ohm_calc [ 0 , i ] = ( Decimal ( ’−2.0 ’ ) ) ∗ p s i [ 1 , i ] / dysq
ohm[ 0 , i ] = ohm[ 0 , i ] + alphaohmb ∗( ohm_calc [ 0 , i ] −
ohm[ 0 , i ] )
ohm_calc [N, i ] = ( Decimal ( ’−2.0 ’ ) ) ∗ p s i [ (N−1) , i ] / dysq
ohm[N, i ] = ohm[N, i ] + alphaohmb ∗( ohm_calc [N, i ] −
ohm[N, i ] )
### STEP 4 ###
### Calcu la t i on o f Temperature ( I n t e r na l nodes ) ###
fo r a in Rep :
f o r i in I_M:
f o r j in J_N:
f r a ca2 = ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) /( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) ∗dxdy∗
alp_Ref ) )
a2 = ( ( p s i [ j , ( i +1) ] − p s i [ j , ( i −1) ] ) ∗(T[ ( j +1) , i ]
− T[ ( j−1) , i ] ) ) − ( ( p s i [ ( j +1) , i ] − p s i [ ( j−1) , i
] ) ∗(T[ j , ( i +1) ] − T[ j , ( i −1) ] ) )
b2 = (T[ j , ( i +1) ] + T[ j , ( i −1) ] ) /dxsq + (T[ ( j +1) , i
] + T[ ( j−1) , i ] ) /dysq
T_calc [ j , i ] = f r a c ∗ ( ( f r a ca2 ∗a2 ) + b2 )
T[ j , i ] = T[ j , i ] + alphaT ∗(T_calc [ j , i ] − T[ j , i ] )
### Calcu la t i on o f Tmperature (Boundary nodes ) ###
fo r i in I_M:
T_calc [ 0 , i ] = ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) /Decimal ( ’ 3 . 0 ’ ) ) ∗(T[ 1 , i
] − (T[ 2 , i ] / Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) ) )
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T[0 , i ] = T[ 0 , i ] + alphaTb ∗(T_calc [ 0 , i ] − T[0 , i ] )
T_calc [N, i ] = ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) /Decimal ( ’ 3 . 0 ’ ) ) ∗(T[ (N
−1) , i ] − (T[ (N−2) , i ] / Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) ) )
T[N, i ] = T[N, i ] + alphaTb ∗(T_calc [N, i ] − T[N, i ] )
### STEP 5 ###
### Check f o r convergence ###
i f ( c > CountMin ) :
f o r i in MP1:
f o r j in NP1 :
res_T [ j , i ] = abs ( ( T_old [ j , i ] − T[ j , i ] ) /T[ j , i ] )
conv_T [ : , : ] = res_T [ : , : ] < Res_Lim_T
i f (conv_T . a l l ( ) == True ) :
### STEP 6 ###
### Writing o f data to . csv and . txt f i l e s ###
Write data to a l l the d i f f e r e n t f i l e s and break out
o f program f o r loop
T_old [ : , : ] = T [ : , : ]
###################
### Plot data in Matp lot l ib ###
Plot contour p l o t s with python
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